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Van

Deren’s

resignation

does

not

take effect until after the season’s final

game at home against San Francisco

State, Saturday at 2 p.m.
‘It is with a sense of loss that I announce Bud Van Deren’s retirement

from coaching football at Humboldt

State University,’’ Athletic
Chuck Lindemenn said.

Director

oe
et

down after 20 years as the head coach

of HSU’s football program. His record
with the *Jacks is 96-101-4.

Van Deren said he has considered
retirement since the Lumberjack loss to
Whittier College, the second game of
the season. After the outcome of the
next few games, something had to be
done to turn the program around,

he

Please see COACH back page
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Evaluations may allow 3
‘‘Non-tenured

student

evaluations

play

an

integral

part in selection of teachers for Reappointment,
Promotion
or Tenure
(RPT). However, while many tenured
faculty said they take evaluations
seriously, the evaluations actually have
little or no impact in terms of possible
action against tenured professors who
consistently receive low marks on student evaluations.
**There’s no question that some professors don’t work as hard after
tenure, but as long as they’re basically
doing their job it’s virtually impossible

are

given

been granted, that’s it. It’s a flaw in the

Editor’s note: This is the final in a fivepart series on ethnic minority enrollment at HSU.

By John Goddard

Paulin Im is hardly the stereotypical
Asian whiz-kid student.

recom-

mend RPT, at all levels at HSU.
*‘Tenured professors can be made
aware of problems cited on student
evaluations but it’s still up to them
whether or not to do anything about it.
Like it or not, that’s the way the system
operates,’’ he said.
An
instructor generally receives
tenure after six years in the teaching
ranks at HSU. Out of 387 full-time

faculty

and

administrators,

316

are

tenured.
Non-tenured faculty teach on a probationary basis and must be evaluated

in all of their classes each academic

year. They are reviewed for RPT by
departmental, college and university
committees and the university presi-

dent. Peer and student evaluations
rank at the top of the list in considerations

for advancement

during

structor’s pre-tenure period.
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Close families nurture Asia ns’ success

Gary Brusca said. Brusca has served on

which

>
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Staff writer

committees,

.

oi
‘

system.’*
University
policy
states that
a
tenured professor can be removed only
in instances such as immoral conduct,

to remove them,’’ zoology Professor
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ys kgens
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HSU students will be asked in the
coming weeks to evaluate their instructors’ performances, but in most cases
those evaluations won’t hold enough
water to sink university professors who
receive low marks.
Most faculty and administrators said

faculty

several years to work
things out
through consideration of student and
faculty evaluations,’’ William Anderson, art department chairman, said.
‘‘Departments have to be hard-nosed
in granting tenure because once it’s

3

By Tom Verdin
Staff writer

—

tenured profs to slip

_ The 20-year-old Cambodian refugee
isn’t a super-achiever in math or com-

puters like the highly publicized Asianstudent image may suggest. He’s more
interested in politics and studying
natural resource planning and interpretation.
“I wish I could fit the stereotype,”’
Im laughed, mentioning his grade

point average.
“I certainly strive for higher education. That’s part of the stereotype. But
doesn’t everybody?”
Nonetheless, many Asian students
possess exceptional scholastic records.
The New
Republic reported that
Asians outscore whites by a 32-point
average in math on the Scholastic Aptitude Test. This year, 68
percent of all
Japanese-American students scored
over 600 in the SAT math exam — high
enough to get into many of America’s

top universities.
Nearly 21 percent of California’s
Asian students will earn a bachelor’s
degree, compared to roughly five percent for white students and two percent
for blacks and Hispanics, the California Postsecondary Education Commission recently reported.

The success of Asian-Americans is
deeply rooted in the close family environment
where education
is encouraged, often demanded, by elders,
Im said.
‘*We highly respect our elders. What

they say, we do. Defiance is taboo,”
Im said.
Japanese-American
Paula

Kusumoto, a 23-year-old zoology student, added, ‘‘Never do anything to
embarrass the family because it’s a
reflection of your parents.’’
Asian families often put all their
resources behind the educational and
economic success of their children.
Parents gncourens professional skills
because of the difficulty of finding a
good-paying job. College is one way to

#®

Deren, who resigned as head coach of

the Lumberjacks.

resignation
last Friday
in the
President’s conference room, steps

wah»

football coach Frank ‘Bud’ Van

ee

The game clock finally ran out for

HSU

Please see MINORITY
page A4

we ore

By Jason Randall

Sports editor

Lindemenn said no pressure had
been put on Van Deren to make his
decision.
Van Deren, who announced his

<

Please see related stories on B3
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Football coach
calls it quits
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Ideally, students should

not have to cram for

finals, and they should not have to stay up all night
to study.

,
But they do.
s we do to sabotage
thing
of
lot
Tae are a

urselves and get the maximum amount of time
(studying), said Nezzie Wade, HSU’s learning
skills coordinator for Special Services.

Students who wait until the last minute to prepare

for final exams often spend long hours studying and
drink lots of coffee to stay awake.
Wade said staying up all night to study for exams
is not effective because one goes into the exam exhausted and cannot easily recall information.

Drinking large amounts of coffee to stay awake

to study may not be a good idea either. The disadvantages far outweigh the advantages, according to

a pamphlet written by former HSU Coordinator for

Stress Management Services, Lesley Meriwether.
The caffeine in coffee is a drug. Taken in small
amounts, it can enhance alertness and effectiveness.
But, like other addictive drugs, more and more caffeine is required to achieve the desired effect. Caffeine also reduces the amount of oxygen available
to the brain — a crucial factor for students because
the brain needs a lot of oxygen to learn, the pam:
phlet stated.
Ken Dutro, a staff psychologist with HSU’s
Counseling and Psychological Services, said that
students should be able to pace themselves so they
don’t feel an overwhelming need to cram.
Dutro said students should prepare themselves
for taking their finals by reducing stress and
developing good study habits.
‘Anything a student can do to reduce stress can
be helpful,’’ Dutro said.
Exercise and relaxation can help reduce stress,

Meriwether

wrote.

Exercise

during

study breaks

allows students to loosen tight neck and back
muscles. Students may then return to their studies
more relaxed and alert.

Wade said students should study for about 45-50
Please
see next page

Campus briefs
Voila! Anxiety shrinks fast
Counseling

and

Psychological

Services

Recognizing triangular affairs

Throwing pizza for dollars
offers

counseling for personal concern and workshops on
stress management and anxiety.
Students who would like personal counseling and
have never been in before should stop by the Health
Center 2nd floor during drop-in hours Monday
through Friday at 10 and 11 a.m., or 1, 2, or 3 p.m.

Healthy futures envisioned
A health career conference titled ‘‘Your Role in
Preparing for a Future in the Health Professions”’
will be held Saturday at CSU Sacramento from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The conference will feature a panel of students
Hews the medical, dental, public health and nursing
ields.

Minority students interested in health careers are
encouraged to attend.

Emphasis will be placed on nae og for goal
setting, time man
t, study skills, and preprofessional curriculum planning.
For conference registration information, call
Barbara Torres at (916)454-6183.

HSU’s Children’s Center will throw a pizza night
fund raiser tonight from 5 to 9 p.m. at The Blue
Max, 830 G St., Arcata.
Coupons for 15 percent off on pizza will be

available at the door and door prizes will be given.

Prizes are donated by local merchants.
Trudi Walker, director of the Children’s Center
said the center, which offers child care for toddlers
and preschool children for student parents, holds
one fund raiser per quarter.

In the past the center has made between $500 and
$800 from pizza nights, Walker said, noting that the
money raised will be used at the center for supplies

and equipment.

The Special Programs Committee is now accepting proposals for grant money to fund cultural and
ethnic programs.
Campus groups sponsoring educational activities
and programs regarding Asian-Americans, Black
Americans, Jewish Americans, Mexican-Americans
and international students are eligible.
Grant guidelines and forms are available in the
Associated Students Business Office, NHE 112.
Applications are due Dec. 2 at 2 p.m.
Requests should not exceed $300, . - “wer + +e

Everyperson Colloquium

will

computers.

Everything spoken here
HSU Professor Armeda Reitzel will speak on
“‘Intercultural Communication” at the Society for

Intercultural Relations meeting Thursday at 6 p.m.
in Redwood Manor.

Bulgaria: The untold story
A film and discussion about Bulgaria will be held
Monday, Dec. 2 in Founders
7:30 p.m.

Hall Auditorium

at

Lyubomir Bossilkov, a visiting professor of
linguistics from Veliko Turnovo University will join
HSU Professor of English John Turner and community member Linda Nelson in a panel discussion
after the film.
Turner spent the 1983-84 academic year in

Bulgaria and

Cultured wishes may be granted

The Mathematics

hold a lecture titled ‘‘Tri-Angled Triangles’’ by
mathematics Professor Kenneth Yanosko Thursday
at 4 p.m. in Library 56. A pre-colloquium tea will
be held at 3:40 p.m. in the same room.
Yanosko said he will discuss how one goes about
trying to recognize patterns in triangles by using

Nelson studied there on two occa-

sions.

The

deadline

cometh

Winter quarter computer registration materials
are due Dec. 2 at noon.
Two boxes will be set up at the Admissions and

Records window

— one

for students to drop off

class schedules and one for fees, said Stan Mottaz,
Assistant Director of the Academic Information
and Referral Center.
Class schedules are available at the book store.

Students must see their advisers to receive registrationgmaterial,

Going once. Going twice

...

The Geology Club will hold it’s 11th Annual
Rock Auction Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. in Founders 152.
Gems, minerals, rare fossils, jewelry and gold
will be auctioned. Door prizes will also be given.
Ted Turner, vice president of the Geology Club,

said the rocks

to be auctioned

geology department

collection,

came

from

the

private donations,

and the Gem and Mineral show in Eureka held Nov.
1 through 3.

Design a chest
_ Associated Students will award $50 for the winn-

ing Lumberjack Days T-shirt design.
Deadline for the T-shirt design contest is Dec. 2
at 4 p.m. in NHE 112.
Designs should reflect logging and lumberjacks,
and inelude Lumberjack Days, H.S.U., Arcata,
CA, May 16-18, 1986.
For more information, contact the Associated
Student1.
s BusinessSS Office,
$96577
ice,
NHE1I12, 2, or c call
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Continued from previous page
minutes, then take a ten-minute break. They should

get up

and move

around,

getting oxygen

to the

brain, relaxing the body and resting the eyes,
Relaxation can help students avoid unnecessary
' fatigue, remember information more easily and
alleviate test-taking anxiety if they relax prior to
taking exams, Meriwether wrote.
Dutro said students can also relieve test anxiety
by talking with their teachers to get an idea of what
the final will be like. Knowing what material and
what type of questions will be on the exam can help
students better prepare themselves.
Wade said the more information students have
about the final exam, the less anxiety they will have.
One problem students have while preparing for

their finals is setting an effective study schedule.

Wade said students generally spend the same
amount of time studying material they know as
material they don’t know. They should spend more
time learning what they don’t know and just review
other material.
‘
Students tend to resist studying their most dif-

ficult subjects. However, they should study these
first, before they become fatigued, and then study
the easier subjects, Wade said.
When students have exams back-to-back during
finals week, they can use the reverse-order-study
method.

**You start with the last (scheduled) exam and
study for it first. By the time you get close to the
first (scheduled) exam, you study for that just
before it occurs. Then you review for the others,”

Wade said.

Students need to set a time and a place to study,
preferably the same time and place every day, Wade
said. They also need to tell other people not to
bother them during this study time.
When the time comes to take the final, students
should not arrive at the classroom too early, nor too
late. Their confidence can be easily shaken by
listening to others discuss the exam or by rushing in
late, Wade said.
‘*When you get the test, you should preview (it)
and determine how much time to spend on each section,’’ Wade said.
‘Before your mind starts working on answering,

you should jot down key words or equations you
know you'll need to rely on,’* Wade said.
Students

Staff writer

Students who anticipate failing a
class have five possible escape routes.
Rob Hampson, peer counselor in the
Academic
Information § Referral
Center, said students with a serious
and compelling reason may drop a
class and pay a $2 fee. But this depends
on the professor.
**Some

(professors)

will drop a stu-

dent for failure and some just won’t,”’
he said.
.
Another option open to students is
to withdraw
completely
from
the
university (Friday is the last day). This

option allows students to drop all
classes with no effect upon re-entering,
Hampson said. However, students are
not refunded their fees.
Students may also try to receive an
incomplete in a class. A student does
not take the class over, but arranges
with the professor to make up the
work. Hampson said some departments don’t encourage this.
Yet another option is to ask the professor to take the class for credit, no
credit.
Stan Mottaz, assistant director of
the Air Center, said credit-no credit is
an alternative marking system.

begin

by

answering

the

:

Wade said students have problems answering
essay questions because their answers don’t accurately reflect the question.
—
,
‘*Even if you don’t fully understand the question,
do not ‘b.s.’ because your teacher will know you're
‘b.s.-ing’ — just jot down something that you do
know,"’ Wade said.
Of course, the best method of successfully taking
final exams is to be prepared all through the
quarter.
:
Wade said there are many ways students can im-

prove study skills and lessen test taking

anxiety.

The Counseling and Psychological
Services and
Learning Skills Center provides workshops each

quarter on stress management, test taking anxiety,

relaxation, and study skills.
*“*We’re here for academic support — to help
students improve their academic skills,’’ Wade said.

damage

‘*All that is indicated is whether you

credit) for credit-no credit per quarter
and they may not take a class that is in
their major for credit-no credit.
Finally, students may fail the class
and take it over with the approved
repeat policy.
‘‘All grades are on the tfanscript,
but only the last grade is computed in
the GPA,’’ Hampson said.
Students must petition to repeat a
class when they sign up for it a second
time if they wish to benefit from the
repeat policy. Information about petitioning may be obtained at the Admissions and Records office in Siemens
Hall.

pass a class or not,’’ Mottaz said.
Credit, equalling a grade of C or
above, means a student passes the class
and earns the units. No Credit, less
than a C average, means a student does
not pass a class and does not receive
the units.
“*In either case, the grade does not
=
for or against the GPA,” Mottaz
said.
Unless the class is listed as mandatory credit-no credit, the student
must obtain the approval of the professor. Students may take only one
class (that is not mandatory credit-no

MEET THE NEW OWNERS ROSIE & GARY

ALL NEW HOURS IN THE BAR

--—-COUPON -=-=

SHARE A ZAPATO
DINNER FOR TWO
$10.95
SOUP OR SALAD BAR
ENTREE
LITRE OF WINE, BEER
OR OUR FAMOUS
MARGARITAS
NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER PROMOTION.

Expires 12-31-85_)

Up to 70% off
Leather Bound Classics, Pictoral History Books, Cookbooks,
Children’s Books, Travel Books, Craft and Hobby Books

November

18 to December 20, 19€

easy

ficult questions later.

Students facing failure may avoid GPA
By Karen Woolsey

should

questions first, marking the ones they don’t know.
Wade said they may have time to go back to the dif-

\
CHAMPAGNE
BRUNCH

TWO FOR THE
‘PRICE OF ONE
| DELICIOUS ENTREES,
‘MUFFINS, CHAMPAGNE
|
10 A.M. —2 P.M.
: SATURDAY & SUNDAY |
Expires 12-31-85

EXPERIENCE THE FINER ASPECTS OF MEXICAN
DINING ... AND HUMBOLDT COUNTY‘S BEST
MARGARITAS. NEXT DOOR TO THE JACOBY
STOREHOUSE, DOWNSTAIRS AT 761 7th ARCATA.

822-6221
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quite

a

difference.

Not

all

Asian

students are alike.
**Refugees come here because of war
— not necessarily for education like
some other Asian students,’ he said,
noting
that
refugees
are often

separated

from

their

families

and

Kampuchea)

before

father, a United Press International
correspondent, managed to get his
family flown to Saigon, South Viet-

nam’s capital.

A month before Saigon

fell to the Vietcong, Im’s family was
moved to a refugee camp in Bangkok,
Thailand. Within four weeks they had
settled in San Francisco.
Although he lost touch with many
relatives, Im
was spared separation
from his immediate family. The transition to American culture would have
been very difficult, he said, without
their support.
A reason for the success in America
of some
first-generation
AsianAmerican and foreign Asian students
may have to do with their ability to see
opportunities.
‘‘Opportunities are more visible to
new arrivals than to those who have
been here a long time,’’ Yamato said.
‘*Higher education is definitely seen
as an opportunity to achieve their true
potential.’’
Im agrees.
**People who live here might not be
as motivated to succeed because they
are used to seeing the same thing. They
see things in terms of material wealth.
In Cambodia,
material
wealth
is
almost non-existent.
‘‘Once I came here, | saw all these
opportunities I never had before.”’
Educational opportunities may be
obstructed not because of ability, but
due to a poor grasp of the English
“

THE BOOKSTORE
SUGGESTS:
Watches

Calandars

Swiss Army Knifes
Cookbooks
Posters
Field Guides

Pictorial History Books
Maps
Computers
Calculators
Reference Books
Atlases
Drafting, Art, &
Engeneering Supplies
Mugs
Sweatshirts
Shorts
Hats and

BOOKS & MAPS ON
HAILEY’S COMET

FOR THE MEN
Univesity)
IN YOUR LIFE
Bookstore

the

country fell to the Khmer Rouge. Im’s

T2325>00

‘*The cost of going to school is growing
enormously.
Some _ families
sacrifice a lot to get a student into a
university. So the student really has to
make it count,’’ Yamato said.
Im said, ‘‘My parents invested in
me. When I am successful I can try to
support them and pay them back for
all their sacrifices.”
‘*My parents want me to have things
they couldn’t have. They had a hard
time because they were put in camps
here,’’ Kusumoto said.
“*If I failed, it would probably shatter my parents,’’ she said.
As for foreign-born Asian students,
success depends on whether the immigration was planned or unplanned,
Yamato said.
A student from a stable society such
as Japan may be more academically
prepared because of the intensive
educational. system in that country. In
a politically unstable country like Cambodia, Vietnam or Laos, however, a
good
education
is hard
to find,
Yamato said.
‘‘There’s no comparison. There’s

called

Free gift wrapping available

2%

telephone interview. Yamato is on sabbatical at UC Berkeley.
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language.
Chae Song, 23, did not speak or
understand English when his family
=
here from Seoul Korea in
1973.
‘‘The math was easy here. Overseas,
the math is more advanced. When I
was going to sixth grade here the math

like second grade math in Korea.

Indonesia
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was
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stereotype of a mathematics or science
major, so may the existence of groups
of Asians who aren’t highly successful
at top universities with high Asian
populations.
Asians are no longer considered a

minority at UC

Berkeley because the

percentage of Asian students on that
campus far exceeds their population
proportion in the community.

‘‘But the word problems were difficult because they were in English.”’
‘*Those classes of Asians who are
Song said the international language . not highly successful are ignored,"’
of mathematics may be one reason why
Yamato said.
some Asian students choose math‘‘I am concerned here at Berkeley
oriented studies, where
fluency in
because the high proportion of Asians
English is not required to succeed.
has made the Asian category no longer
But Song said he isn’t interested in
a minority.
mathematics.
Rather than counting
‘*Not all Asian ethnic groups are getfigures, the art major prefers drawing
ting
into college here. Not all Asians
them.
are
alike,
despite what the numbers
Just as the choice of a liberal arts
major may run counter to the Asian
Please
see next page

RASTA CLAUS
IS COMIN’
10 TOWN!
CHECK TOUT.
“RIGHTEOUS GIFTS FOR ALL”

PACIFIC PARADISE
1087 ‘H’ St. Arcata 822-7143
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minority population that size.”

say.’’

Asians

at Berkeley.

They

are not

is coming to school. They are not

a

minority there. But they are here at
HSU.”’
This fall, HSU
Admissions and
Records
reported
146 Asians and
Pacific
Islanders
attend .HSU.
Although 44 of the students included in
the number were foreigners, Admissions and Records reported that 2.6
percent of the student body is Asian
and Pacific Islander. There are 19
Filipinos at HSU.
Yamato called HSU’s practice of
grouping
Asian-Americans
with
Pacific Islanders and foreign students
‘disturbing for a university with a

Small HSU

Asians and retention

**You have to examine what the
ethnicity of each Asian minority grou

said, ‘There are lots of

alike. That goes for any ethnic group,”’
Yamato said.

The

term

‘‘Asian’’

obscures

al

et

in-

are Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Cambodian,

Filipino,

Vietnamese,

Indian

wn

and more, Time magazine reported.

Nonetheless,
the
homogeneous
grouping of ‘‘Asian’’ peoples and the
stereotype of the superstudent persist.
‘*I don’t mind the stereotype of being a brain,’’ Im said, smiling.
“‘Just don’t tell anybody I’m no
genius.”’

Asian

By John Goddard
With
due
respect
to
Native
Americans, imagine if America was
not ‘‘discovered and settled” by the
Old World on the Atlantic side, but
rather on the Pacific side by the
Chinese or Japanese, Historian George
Stewart mused.
Perhaps the current influx of Asian
immigrants and refugees is Stewart's
imagination come to life.
Within the_last few years, Asians
have become
the nation’s fastestgrowing
ethnic minority,
although
Hispanics
are still ahead
if undocumented entries are counted.
Asians comprised 1.6
percent of the
total U.S. population in 1980, the U.S.
Census reported.
Last year alone, more Asian immigrants came to the U.S. than in the
29 years from 1931 to 1960. Approximately 64 percent of the nation’s
Asians
live
in California,
Time
magazine reported.
Within 25 years, census projections
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Americans in many of the nation’s
leading universities is in sharp contrast

thrate and have relatively low levels of

vard’s freshman class has increased
from 3.6 percent to 10.9 percent Asian.
At UC Berkeley, Asian enrollment
stands at 18.6 percent, while at Colum-

Reference Bureau Inc.
In contrast, ‘‘Japanese-Americans
are older, almost never use welfare,
have the lowest birthrate of any major
group in America and have a level of
education
well
above
white
Americans,’’ Gardner told the Christian Science Monitor.
In addition, ‘‘Except for the In-

American

bia,

more

society.

than

Since

20

1976,

percent

Har-

of

the

engineering school is Asian.
in comparison, HSU Asian enrollment is grouped with Pacific Islanders
to total 2.6 percent of the student

—
Filipino students represent threetone s of one percent of the student
y.
‘

‘We don’t really have an AsianAmerican
community
up
_here,’’
Susana Hendricks, HSU Asian

Studies

lecturer said.
Eight-tenths of one percent of Hum-

boldt County’s population is AsianAmerican.
‘**As far as Asidn community goes,
there really isn’t one.except for the
people who own the Asian restaurants
around here.”’
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to their 1.6 percent representation in
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heavily depen-

education,’’ said Robert W. Gardner,
demographer
for the Population
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broad Asian community.

family income was $27,350, Filipinos
made $23,680, Chinese earned $22,550
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Source: Report from Assembly Subcommittee on Higher Education, October, 1985

come for the entire group was $22,700,
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* within five years of enrollment
** Although there is some attrition of Asian high school students, the in-migration of
new students causes this high figure.

compared to the white median income
of
$20,800. The Japanese-American
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achievements are impressive.
In 1980, the average household
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—Susana Hendricks
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cept for people who own restaurants around here.’
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The Census also said Asian families
dochinese, with their large refugee conwere more likely than whites to bring
tingent, the new Asian arrivals are at
home more than one paycheck.
least. twice as likely as a native-born
Differences other than degrees of
American to be college graduates,’
financial acumen also exist in the
Time magazine reported.
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expect America’s Asian population to
more
than double,
with
Filipinos
representing
the largest group
of
Asian-Americans,
followed
by the
Chinese, Koreans, Vietnamese, Asian
Indians and the Japanese.
Asian
academic
and
economic
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Weekly Reader
Job testing merits debated

Bennett criticizes ‘watchdogs’
WASHINGTON,

NEW YORK CITY — Testing of job applicants
is on the increase despite questions about its effectiveness, the Wall Street Journal reported last week.
Tests range from a 181-question personality test a
Dallas firm uses, to a short true-false test a real
estate company conducts to determine if an applicant is suitable for realty sales.
An official for Spencer Stuart, a New York
recruiting firm, told the Journal that ‘‘you usually
try to test to see if a person is going to fit in with the
corporate culture.”
prestopped
Inc.
However, McGraw-Hill
they
e
employment physicals last year partly becaus

D.C. — Secretary of Educa-

tion William J. Bennett called
group, Accuracy in Academia, a
AIA uses students to monitor
oe
bias’’ on more than 100
wide.
Bennett, in an announcement

a new watchdog
‘‘bad idea.”’
‘inaccuracy and
campuses nationtwo

weeks

ago,

said that alleged biases in classrooms should be

monitored by normal university channels, The
Chronicle of Higher Education reported.
**One achieves nothing by pointing the finger except to chill us,’’ he told The Chronicle.

Lengthy aid process justified
CHICO

—

Applying

for financial

aid may

down

Divorce hurts students

be

NEW YORK CITY — The divorce of parents can
have a significant financial impact on their collegeage children, the New York Times reported.
With the drop in the legal age of adulthood from
21 to 18 in many states, students are no longer considered minors in need of support, and divorce settlements do not necessarily provide for their college
education.
Lawyers may advise parents to refrain from providing financial support for their child until a
divorce agreement is signed, leaving the student in
limbo, the Times reported.
Students who apply for loans may be turned

lengthy and ‘‘painful,’’ but it is necessary, CSU

Chico officials said.
Financial aid officers told the Orion newspaper
that students often slow down the application -process by turning in incomplete forms.
“If any documents are missing or incomplete we

have to write the student a letter asking for the

necessary information,’’ Daisy Baily, student loan
coordinator, told the Orion. ‘‘Naturally this means
a delay in getting (a) loan.’
The processing of a Guaranteed Student Loan
application can take anywhere from six to eight
weeks, Baily said.

because one parent has a high income even

though that parent may not be contributing to their
support.
‘“‘My father has money,’’ Leslie Rosenberg told
the Times, ‘‘but when you turn 18 you have to act
for yourself, and sometimes it takes you into the

legal area. To go to school I had to go to court and
sue him.”’

Two other students complained that they were
not getting all the child support paid by their fathers
because their mothers needed the money.
‘I’m at a point were I don’t want to deal with it

anymore,’ one said. ‘‘I just do what I can to make
my own money.”’

Injured student sues frats
BERKELEY — A UC Berkeley student injured
last year sued six sororities and fraternities for serving her drinks while she was intoxicated, the San
Francisco Chronicle reported last week.

Angela Freitas, 18, claimed in her suit that the
student groups violated state law by serving alcohol
to a minor and by failing to provide proper security.
She criticized the university for failing to adequately supervise the student groups.
She claimed in her suit that she fractured her
spine, right foot and ankle last Nov. 16 after
falling from a second-floor window.

Police beat
What started out as simple drunken
driving
than

arrest turned into much
that Saturday.

$2,500.

In other action, UPD

more

e An

An HSU student
was arrested for siemens
drunken driving
by a University Police
Department officer and taken to the
county jail. While his record was being
checked, it was discovered that the student had a felony warrant out for his
arrest in Ventura County.

Robert

Jones,

Department
that

University

investigator,

irate person

reported:

was

Hall Thursday.

reported

UPD

in

con-

tacted the person and transported him

assault and
guns from
was judged
Jones said.
prohibits

without permission fronrthe UPD.
e Also reported were a minor-inpossession citation and a citation for
possession of less than an ounce of
marijuana.

battery. UPD confiscated
the alleged assaulter, who
to be a ‘‘violent person,”’
A_ university regulation
possession
of firearms

home.

¢ Sunday, UPD received a report of

Police
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Lecturing called unacceptable teaching form
By Marta Anne Laken

Shanker and the union are “looking
toward a different kind of teaching

Staff writer

Lecturing

is

not

an

acceptable

delivery system.’’

method of classroom instruction, said
Albert
Shanker,
president
of the
American Federation of Teachers.
“The
teacher’s
job
is not
to
lecture,’ he told the San Francisco
Chronicle last week. ‘‘It is to connect

kids with materials, technology,

Glass

dation

for

Students would then be able to
develop better critical thinking skills,

effective as it could be.’

with

Advancement

’ papers.

favors turning

‘College education is nowhere near as exciting nor as
—Newman report

filled with more qualified and better
educated professors who could take on
varied tasks, such as coaching students
one-on-one.
The union president, according to
Glass, said pre-recorded lectures on

by the Carnegie Foun-

the

said Shanker

teaching into ‘‘a genuine profession,”

adults, with a curriculum.”
Shanker’s
comments
follow
Newman’s pager on Higher Educa-

tion, published

more free time, allowing them to help
students with assignments such as term

of

Teaching, which said, ‘‘College educa-

tion is nowhere near as exciting nor as
effective as it could be.’’
The study said undergraduate education ‘tin many ways is boring, particularly the classroom part.’’
At press time Shanker was not
available
for comment.
However,

video

cassettes

would

give

she said.
HSU’s Dean of Natural Resources,
Richard L. Ridenhour, said Shanker’s
suggestions are nothing new.
**We’ve been saying it for years,’ he
said, but, ‘‘we don’t have the resources

to go with a one-on-one system.”

teachers

5

discussion.

The dean added, however, that all
Classes could not be taught in such a
manner.
‘*In basic math classes you can’t do
that, but in advanced courses and
many social science, humanities and
natural resources classes, we'd love to
‘have that o
tunity,’’ Ridenhouc.
said, adding that budgetary limitations
make the seminar approach unrealistic.
The dean expressed reservations
about the feasibility of videotaped lec-

Please see LECTUR
next E
page
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Susan Glass, director of public relations for the New York chapter of the

Ridenhour said most campuses
would like to use a ‘‘seminar’’ method
of teaching, in which about ten
students would engage in a round-table
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Lecture
Continued
from previous page
tures, saying they are not a good
substitute for a teacher’s lecture. He
said a videotaped lecture does not
allow students to spontaneously respond to what is being said.
If a student didn’t understand part
of the tape, Ridenhour said, he’d have
to question the professor later. In the
meantime, the student would be unable
to follow the rest of the tape.
‘**You’d lose the ability to make the
transition’’ from one point in the lecture to the next, he said.
Ridenhour said he would
favor
videotape as an adjunct to lecturing,
not as a replacement.
Gina Browne, a director-at-large of
Youth
Educational Services, called
Shanker’s idea of one-on-one teaching
‘‘very encouraging.’’

The senior education major, like
Ridenhour, said videotape should supplement, not replace, lectures.
Browne said lecturing has its place in
the educational
system,
but
that
sometimes ‘‘teachers’ egos get in the
way, and they don’t see what a student
has to offer.
‘*Lecturing can be an active process
if the professor
encourages
class
discussions,’’ she said.
Browne said she’d like to see classes
set up in a manner similar to Y.E.S.’s,
where she said students are given the
opportunity to set their own objectives.
“If students could do that in the
classroom, there would be a better rapport between students and teachers,”’
she said.
Browne added that switching to the

Pate.

CURRENT, CLASSIC

semester system may help teacherstudent relations.
**We’re
awfully
rushed
on
the
quarter system.”’
The director-at-large also said,
**Some professors have to learn to be
better instructors.”’
Ridenhour agreed.
While guidance is available for instructors to become better teachers, it’s
up oy the individual to seek it out, he
sai
‘*It can be suggested that an instructor get help with his teaching methods,
but the service hasn’t been used nearly
enough,’’ he said.
‘*It would not be completely out of
line to set
up
some
mandatory
courses’’ for instructors to learn better
teaching skills, he added.
‘‘We should have some sequence of
courses that cover the various aspects
of teaching.
‘It may be blasphemous to say it,
but I think I would have benefitted”’
from such a program.
Ridenhour added that HSU is fortunate because ‘‘there’s a closer, more
informal relationship between students
and faculty than at other campuses.’’
When asked his opinion of the lecturing system, Dave R. Reynolds, an,
undeclared
freshman,
said classes
“don’t mean as much when you're
talked at.””
Peter Ottman, a freshman journalism student, said, ‘‘If you have 200
people in a class and you can’t comprehend what's going on, you're lost.”’
Both Reynolds and Ottman said they
prefer small classes.

NEO =|

JOIN THE MINOR MOVIE CLUB

FREE VCR rental with rental of 2 movies at regular
price.
Expires Nov. 30, 1985.
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ideo deliveries within the Arcata area (with

the rental of 2 movies at regular price +
Free
$1.00 delivery fee)
Open 7 days a week, 1:00 am.-9:00
pm
Easy Drop Off Box Too!

160 Westwood Shopping Center.

encore

Ridenhour

“takieceema

said,

‘‘The best teachers

“It helps to have animation and perbe very
It can
value.
formance
stimulating.”’
However, Ridenhour said he feels
there’s also a danger in this approach.
‘‘Sometimes (teachers’) antics can
detract from their message.”’
Ridenhour said that years after
graduation a student might realize he
learned more from a less evangelistic
teacher who ‘‘didn’t turn him on.
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Both students said a professor with a
‘*good personality ** can make any class
interesting.
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discussion going.’

are the ones
who
seem
to be
evangelistic in their approach. They see
students as a bunch of potential con-

oney-sweetened

For $13.99 you receive:
6 movie rentals at MTVideo, or
2 VCR rentals at MTVideo, or
6 movies at The Arcata Theatre, or
6 movies at The Minor Theatre
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On the issue of videotaped lectures,
Ottman said, ‘‘It doesn’t strike me as a
very good idea.”’
to
similar
was
concern
His
Ridenhour’s. By the end of the tape,
“you would have forgotten what you
wanted to ask,’ Ottman said.
Reynolds said classroom discussion
doesn’t depend solely on the professor.
“It depends on the students,’’ he
said. ‘‘Sometimes it’s hard to get
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Congress proposes
cuts in financial aid
to balance budget

a

a

ee

By Kevin Hayden
Staff writer

When the current budget balancing
debate in Congress is concluded, financial aid programs may be exposed to
serious cuts over the next five to six
years, The Chronicle of Higher Education reported.
Congress is in the process of reauthorizing the Higher Education Act

of 1965,

the source of most

federal

financial aid programs. Modifications
to the act could reduce financial aid
beginning with the 1987-88 academic
year.
Different committee proposals in the
Senate and House include reductions in
spending ceilings for the Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL), Pell Grant, and
Work Study programs. Other proposals affect qualifications for the aid
programs.
The Higher Education
Act also
funds programs for teacher education,
construction
of
facilities,
library
resources and counseling and recruitment of disadvantaged students.
The House bill HR 3700, which was
approved last week by the House
Education and
Labor Committee, proposes a $1 billion cut in these programs

in 1987-88.

On the other hand, the bill also provides funding for new programs in the
areas Of graduate education, teacher
(raining,
adult
education
and
assistance to black colleges.
A bigger threat to financial aid may
be the Budget
Reconciliation Act,
which mandates across-the-board cuts
in numerous federal programs if certain budget reduction goals aren’t met.
Although the re-authorization of the
Higher Education Act could cause
hardship to needy students, Financial
Aid Director Jack Altman said, ‘‘The
Budget Reconciliation Act could have
a much quicker effect on financial
Christmas is best
when shared with friends

Children march

— John Walt

Parents and siblings from the Children’s Center
bring attention to child care funding problems
during the A.S.-sponsored Child Care Awareness
Week rally last Tuesday. Approximately 1,800

people

postcards

CSU to fund child

the issue when new budget proposals are reviewed in May.

aid.”’
Changes are expected in both pieces
of legislation before they are passed.
‘The last time this (proposed financial aid cuts) came up, it wasn’t nearly
as dramatic in the end,’’ said Robert
Hannigan, Dean of Admissions and
Records.

Altman said, ‘‘They make proposals
all the time. They change weekly.
Nothing is really known until they
come to some sort of compromise.”’

Congress must act on the budget bill

before the end of the year, while a reauthorization of the education act is
expected to be passed by spring.
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Paradox, logic riddle fantasies of philosopher
Infinity, paradox and contradiction were amo

topics

covered

by

philosopher

Raymon

Smullyan in a lecture at HSU Thursday.

Smullyan took his audience through a hilarious

wonderland

of truth,

falsehood

and the

curious

things that can happen when the two overlap.

In the lecture, ‘‘Logic and Infinity,’’ Smullyan
made advanced mathematical concepts such as

Smullyan describes himself as ‘a

philosopher of leisure,
and quietude.’

idleness

Cantor’s set theory palatable to a lay audience by
using colorful examples.
‘*Imagine you’re all in purgatory, and I’m the
devil. 1 tell you that I’m thinking of a positive whole
number which I’ve written down on a piece of
paper. Every morning, you have one guess as to
what the number is. If and when you guess the
number, I let you out,’’ Smullyan said.
The obvious response to such a problem would be
to guess ‘‘one’’ on the first day, ‘‘two’’ on the second day, and so on, he said.
Next, Smullyan asked the audience to imagine
logician Frederick Cantor in the same situation, except instead of one number, Cantor must guess a set
of numbers to gain freedom. The only catch is that
the devil has written down ‘‘the set of all numbers
not guessed by Frederick Cantor on this day.”’
Whatever set of numbers Cantor guesses, he will be
wrong.
Cantor outwits the devil by naming ‘‘the set of all
numbers not guessed by Frederick Cantor today.”’
When the devil protests that this description does

Smullyan described himself as ‘‘a philosopher of
leisure, idleness and quietude.’’ He dropped out of
high school because ‘‘no one there would teach me
what I wanted to learn.’’
He spent the next eight years playing piano,
teaching himself science, mathematics and logic,
and moonlighting as a professional magician in
Greenwich Village.
Smullyan said he drifted in and out of various

colleges for several years, and in 1955, because of a
paper he had written, was recommended for a math

teaching position at Dartmouth.

The next year he was awarded an honorary
bachelor’s degree from that school, giving him
credit for a calculus course he had never taken —
but which he was teaching.
He has written several ‘‘mathematical novels,’’
including ‘‘This Book Needs No Title,’’ ‘‘The Lady
or the Tiger?,’’ ‘‘Alice in Puzzleland’’ and ‘‘5000
B.C. and Other Philosophical Fantasies.’’
His stories traverse worlds filled with knights,
knaves, Sherlock Holmes and islands with inhabitants who never make statements, but only ask
questions.
Smullyan’s characters progress through a series
of similar mind-teasers, and before his readers
know it, they are exploring areas of mathematics
which few would have thought they could grasp.
Reading one of his books is an experience one

writer likened to ‘‘standing atop (Mount) Everest in
your pajamas, holding a flashlight and wondering
how you got there.”’
Smullyan is a professor of philosophy at the
University of Indiana. He spends most of his free
time writing.

How many politicians
are honest?
A

certain

convention

numbered

100 politicians. Each politician was

either crooked or honest. We are
given the following facts:
© At least one of the politicians
was honest.
© Given any two of the politicians, at least one of the two was
crooked.
Can it be determined from these
two facts how many of the politicians were honest and how many of
them were crooked?
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the

not name any number set, Cantor demands that the
devil show what he has written down. This is revealed to be the same non-set Cantor has described, so
the devil has broken his own rules. Cantor goes
free.
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By John Endicott

Apple maggots may soon be bugged again
By Christine McElheran
Staff writer

Two apple maggot spray resistance groups which
successfully halted spraying statewide in 1985 announced last Wednesday that they are ready to
begin the battle again in 1986.

The groups feel that the spraying is dangerous
and unneccessary, while state officials want to protect the central valley agricultural industry from infestation.
John LaBoyteaux, an organic apple grower with
the Citizens for Non-Toxic Pest Control, said, ‘‘no
fruit damage
has been
found
in Humboldt
County.’’ This doesn’t mean that there is no
damage currently, since ‘‘the last time the traps
were checked was during the first week of August.
Spraying of the pesticide Imidan was halted by
Humboldt County Superior Court Judge William
F. Ferroggiaro.
State lawmakers responded with AB 1525, a
hurry-up measure pushed through the legislature
Sept. 11, two days before the close of the legislative
session.
Authored
by
Assemblyman
Norm
Waters,
D-Plymouth, the bill circumvented the court ruling

on Imidan. Ferroggiaro’s ruling prevented the state
.from spraying orchards of growers who do not
want their trees sprayed and ordered the state to
an environmental

oo.

plan.
A

California

assessment

of

Department

of the spray

Food

and

Agriculture official said it is essential to eradicate
the pest because ‘‘it will move all by itself. People

on Imidan. Ferroggidro’s
from spraying orchards
want their trees sprayed
prepare an environmental
plan.

ruling prevented the state
of growers who do not
and ordered the state to
assessment of the spray

A California Department of Food and
Agriculture official said it is essential to eradicate
the pest because ‘‘it will move all by itself. People

transport
will move it as well. Homeowners
homegrown fruit. We just opened a new border sta-

will move it as well. Homeowners transport
homegrown fruit. We just opened a new border station near the Oregon border trying to keep it out.’’
California officials believe the apple maggot
enters through Oregon, which has no eradication
program.
The Ferroggiaro ruling was a ‘‘significant court
victory,’’ Jerry Rohde, of Humboldt Herbicide

Task Force, said.

Task
Jan

tion near the Oregon border trying to keep it out.”
California officials believe the apple maggot*
enters through Oregon, which has no eradication
program.
The Ferroggiaro ruling was a ‘‘significant court
victory,’’ Jerry Rohde, of Humboldt Herbicide
Jan Wessell from the Agriculture Department
described it as a ‘‘court order that interfered with

from
interview
In a phone
the program.’’
Sacramento she said that ‘‘because of that action
the legislature passed bill AB 1525 that allows the
program to continue.’’
One of the attorneys, Ben Allen, who worked
with the task force last summer to stop the spraying

Force, said.
Wessell from

the

riculture

tment

that interfered with
described it as a ‘‘court or
In a phone interview from
the program.’’
Sacramento she said that ‘‘because of that action
the legislature passed bill AB 1525 that allows the
program to continue.’’
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PL takeover ‘bid
brings lawsuits;
deal gets closer

The proposed takeover of Pacific
Lumber Co. by a New York
has
brought with it a whirlwind of legal ac-

tivity.
The latest effort to prevent PL’s ac-

ileiang to deatse.
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quisition
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share.

The
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Group

comes

p of local mvestors making
offer

at $40 per

may

however, as Maxxam has purchased 66

percent - outstanding PL stock.
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Court. A tem-

porary restraining order a,
a
takeover was
on
Maxxam Nov

Maxxam,

holdings,

with

several

real

estate

has no other foréstry or

Pacific Lumber Co. in Scotia,
25 miles south of Arcata, may
soon
belong
to Maxxam
Group, a New York financial
group, pending the outcome of

a court eo
bees
Employees at ¢t
reported being told little by PL
management of the impending
takeover and many said they
want the plant to just “get
back
to business.’’ The
takeover has brought a slew of
lawsuits by stockholders, a
countersuit by Maxxam and
complaints from environmen.
tal groups.

from

the group’s New

York

Farrenkapf said Maxxam

é

lumber interests, Leo Farrenkapf,
Maxxam Group general counsel,

head-

officials

had riot been out to see PL prior to the
purchase.

‘*We don’t have any lumber people
yet and I don’t think we’ve been out
there yet,”’ he said.
ee he knew nothing of
eee
any major c
utting
to be doneto
finance the move should
Maxxam succeed in taking PL.
Maxxam
filed a lawsuit Friday
against PL stockholders and the Humboldt County judge who blocked the
takeover

Efforts to stop Maxxam

were

not

limited to the courtroom as Northcoast

Environmental Center requested the
federal Securities and Exchange Commission prepare an environmental impact statement of possible effects from
the takeover.
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Group without home
helps wildlife find one
Mockridge said.”’
She said the animals are taken into
the homes of volunteers until they are
ready to be released. ‘“‘They are released wherever it is most suitable. Raccoons are released up past Bridgeville
or in the hills around Ferndale. We try
to release them as far from people as
we can,”’ said the Carlotta resident.
‘Ninety percent of the injuries are
directly related to man. These include
animals being shot, hit by cars and being caught in traps.”

By Christine McEtheran
Staff writer

The Humboldt Wildlife Care Center
is a homeless organization caring for
homeless animals.
‘‘Two years ago, we had a building.
We were renting the old city pound in
Eureka. When the city sold it to Bien
Padre, we almost ceased to exist. We
had been working so hard and when
that happened, people just sort of gave
up,’’ Tammy Harris, a care center
volunteer, said.
‘‘We have a new building fund set
up. We also have a new board of directors. That will be a big help.”’
The non-profit organization, licensed by the Department of Fish and
Game, rescues injured wildlife around
the clock. ‘‘We have a hotline and
referral

numbers.

We

go

out

Harris said the cost of caring for the

some 99 species of wildlife that Hum-

boldt Wildlife has seen varies from one
animal to the next. ‘‘A baby robin
might cost only a few dollars but a bigger bird, like the pelican I have here,
can get quite expensive,’ Harris said.
She said funding comes from the
volunteers
themselves,
from
paid
memberships in the organization and
from donations.

and

rescue and give. first aid,’’ Margaret
Mockridge,
center volunteer,
said.
Mockridge has been with Humboldt
Wildlife since its inception in 1978.
“If the animals need veterinary care
or supplies they are provided at 10 perAn injured screech owl is tended by Tammy
Humboldt Wildlife Care Center.

Harris, a volunteer with the

cent

over

cost

by

local

“Supporting
members
are
backbone. We couldn’t survive

our their help.

veterinarians,

Arcata
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Community briefs
the season’s last passenger train run from Willits to
Eureka on the Redwood Coast ee
Crews armed with explosives worked through
Monday morning to remove the debris, which had
hit the same segment of tracks earlier in the year.

The other change would make Bayside Road a one-

Drilling decision due

way street from Fickle Hill Road south.

A federal moratorium on offshore drilling on the
California coastline is up for extension before the
House Appropriations Committee.
The committee is expected to vote Thursday on a
one-year extension of the drilling ban.

The city council will hear more testimony and is
expected to make a decision at Wednesday’s
meeting.

Drawing from a pool of schools

Nothing fishy here

Continuing efforts aimed at funding the Arcata
community pool year-round have taken officials to
local school districts.

Lazio’s restaurant in Eureka, operating under a
temporary lease agreement with Bank of America,

Representatives of the North Humboldt Recreation and Park District board are seeking a financial
commitment from the school districts, though none
has yet agreed to help fund the pool.

site.

Road changes go nowhere fast

reopen in January.

Arcata makes a general change

Proposed changes to Arcata city roads met with
little approval from the city’s planning commission
last week.
The proposed changes include reducing Samoa
Boulevard to two lanes from four from the
Highway 101 overpass and installing a passing lane.

Rock show hits tracks of Eureka

At Wednesday’s Arcata City Council meeting,
the council made changés to the city’s general plan
which may effect city development.
The changes include a reduction in the number of
commercial and industrial zones in an effort to
simplify the city’s permit-granting process.

The moratorium

is a focal point of California

legislators’ efforts to prevent offshore drilling.
Earlier this year, an agreement between the Interior Department and the California legislative
delegation to lease 150 tracts of offshore drilling
sites fell through when the federal government
backed away from the decision.

Spuoun@”
Oh yw"
\

. HAPPY

Eureka Southern Railroad crews cleared a rock
slide from railroad tracks north of Willits allowing
freight service to continue to the North Coast.
The slide, which occurred Friday night, blocked

Beat thy roommate.

flannel suit with tasseled loafers.

Macintosh helps students work smarter,
quicker and more creatively, And the beauty of it
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The restaurant, obtained by B of A when Lazio’s
owners defaulted on loans from the bank, had no
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County not free from big-city problems
stg
always will be a problem, Jim
v7] Arcata High School counselor,
sai

Gregory Marget

Staff writer

Though the North Coast is far
removed
from big-city life, it does have
its share of a big-city problem.

Juvenile delinquency

‘‘When

they dug up Pompeii,

they

probably found defaced bathrooms,’’
he said.
The problems in Humboldt County
closely relate to those in surrounding

is a problem

and parents not spending enough time

with their children are a prime reason
for it, say Humboldt County high
school and juvenile justice officals.
‘*The problem is at home,’’ Richard

counties, as well as those in some of
California’s more urbanized counties,

according

to

information

from

the

Brazil, Humboldt
County
Juvenile
Hall superintendent, said.
‘*A lot of the kids we have here are
from
broken
homes,
one
parent
families, or families with a lot of friction or stress in them. And a lot of

parents-don’t have, or make, the time

state’s Bureau of Criminal Statistics.
Of seven counties examined, Humboldt had the lowest frequency of
juvenile felonies in 1984 at 10.0 crimes
per 1,000 youths, age § to 17. Misdemeanor crimes were higher at 30.2
crimes per 1,000 youths.

to spend with their kids,’’ Brazil said.
Juvenile delinquency always has and

Trinity County, burglary was the most

In

all of the

counties,

excluding

frequent felony and each county’s
Ebest frequent misdemeanor was petty
theft.

In
1984,
77
Humboldt
County
juveniles were arrested for burglary,
and 200 for petty theft.
The low incidence of felonies indicated by the data reflects the lower
incidence of violent crime in the county. The majority of offenses are property offenses, and there is a much
smaller incidence of violent crime here
than there is in more urban areas, Ned
Seely said. Seely is supervising probation officer at the Humboldt County
Probation Department.
‘‘We have our share of fights, but
violent crimes just aren’t a big problem,’’ Seely said.
‘*T wouldn’t want the problems that

the.

Over
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Openin
y

in Carly November
1068

said.

The majority of the cases were

misdemeanors, and 209 were status offenses, such as truancies, curfew violations and runaways, he said.
Most of Humboldt’s juvenile of-

fenders are male, accounting for more

than five times as many alcohol related
crimes, and more than ten times as
many
marijuana
violations
and

burglaries as female, Seely said. Only

in the assault categories do females bring the ratio down, accounting for 18

Please see CRIME page A16
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urban areas have,’’ Brazil agreed. ‘‘We
have enough problems as it is without
gangs and violent crime.’
Between July 1984 and June 1985,
954 juvenile cases were referred to the
County
Probation Department, Seely
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Crime

California youth crime

Continuéd from page Al4
of 56 felony cases and 13 of 35 misde-

meanor violation, Seely said.
Indications

at

juvenile

hall

may

show that juvenile assault is on the rise.
Brazil said more juveniles are now being detained in the hall for assault, as
well as for sexually related crimes.
Juvenile hall is the county’s temrary detention center in Eureka,
azil said. Most of its cases come
directly from law enforcement officials
or are referred there for probation
violations, Brazil said.

About

450

youths

were

held

in

juvenile hall last year, with an average
length stay of about 15 days, Brazil
said. Certain cases can be referred
there for up to 120 days, and there is an
ongoing counseling program, he said.
Most juvenile offenders also have a
a
with drugs or alcohol, Séely
said.
“‘Very seldom do we see a burglar
who doesn’t also have a problem with
drugs or alcohol,’’ Seely said.
“‘Drugs and alcohol are by far our
biggest problem,’’ Jerry Willis, assistant principal at Arcata High, said.
‘‘We’ve had our share of assault and
battery, but those instances are rare,”’
~

he said.
Willis said the heavy drug culture in

the area and the high school’s proximi-

ty to the university contribute to the
drug problems.
s
While adults face stiffer penalties,
the common penalty in high schools
for delinquent behavior is suspension,
Willis said.
“We go through the business daily
of imposing penalties on kids for
breaches of behavior,’’ Willis said.
‘Penalties such as these are evidence
that problems exist. Most of the time,

imposing penalties does not alter the

kid’s behavior. If a change is going to
take place, it is going to take place at
home,”’ he said.
‘*Kids are left alone too much these

days,’’

Fry

said.

‘‘We

‘1 off per ho

— Hyla Willis

a

Mark A. Hise
MS DDS
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California Bureau of Criminal Statistics figures show the amount of
—
crime in Humboldt and Mendocino counties compared to San
isco and Los
counties, which have the highest rates. Crimes
are for youths
age 5 through 17.
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Maggot
Continued
from page Al!
One of the attorneys, Ben Allen,
who worked with the task force last
summer to stop the spraying, questioned the legality of the new legislation. ‘‘1
have some doubt as to whether or not it
is constitutional (AB 1525). A law suit
would have to be heard before the
spray program started, which was not
the case,’’ Allen said.
The
Humboldt
Herbicide
Task
Force, along with other groups, is

determined

to continue

fighting

from last year and they think we have
significant grounds to go to court
again,’’ Rohde said.
LaBoyteaux said that the apple maggot may be a ‘‘native pest that is
widespread
and
impossible
to
eradicate.’’

Glass said.
LaBoyteaux fears that spraying

may

eliminate any natural control of the

ap-

ple maggot.

‘*We plan to prove that the fly is

much more prevalent throughout the
state than they are willing to admit,’’

‘‘There may

be natural

redation. The spray is non-specific, so
it will kill even the helpful insects.’’
Not only is there concern that the
spray program will kill innocent in-

sects, but there is equal concern that it
will not kill the apple maggot.

‘‘They

will oa.
start spraying in July,
which
is an inappropriate time,
biologically, to spray. The pest is not in
the right stage to be eradicated. It is the
best time, economically, for the state.’’

The

Department

of

Food

questions.

SIGN UP NOW!

the

spraying in 1986. ‘‘The purpose of the

spray resistance is to protect farmers
and the public from having their trees
sprayed. If that means going to court,

Sign up information and event details are now available at:

we’re prepared to do so,’’ said Larry
Glass, from the California Coalition

for Alternatives to Pesticides.

LaBoyteaux
believes
that
‘‘the
legislature made a decision on misinformation.
‘‘We have consulted our attorneys
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Who's watching
the professors?
What

people

say

and

what

TMe

they
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do.

There’s a difference.
Professors who gain tenure do not have
to be accountable to the criticisms of
students, although most say they seriously
consider student evaluations.
Do they really?
While
non-tenured
professors
are
reviewed every year, tenured faculty are
reviewed once every five years.
That means student grievances or formal
evaluations filed today on a tenured professor will be formally reviewed as much as
half a decade down the road — after
graduation
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Letter policy

(THE

Letters should

be typed,

than 350 words in length.

double-spaced,

and

no more

All letters received are subject to

editing
They must be signed by the author in ink and include full

name, address and telephone number. Those submitted by
students must contain class standing and major, and those
written by staff members should include their title.
dresses and telephone numbers are confidential

Ad-

Letters may be delivered personally to The Lumberjack
office (Nelson Halli East 6) or mailed.
at the editor's discretion.

Letters are published

We also welcome Views from the Stump. Those wishing
guest columns should contact the editor at

least two weeks in advance
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Letters to the editor
Abortion advocates scrambling

The student

Editor:
The local pro-abortion advocates must think Dr.
Jacqueline Kasun singularly stands between them
and their goals! While this may be flattering to
Jackie, it indicates a lack of knowledge on the part

of her enemies.
The
pro-life
movement
is
worldwide, gaining momentum and led by such
notables as President Reagan, Sister Teresa, Judge
Noonan,

Father Marx

and Dr. Nathanson.

world.

Her

detractors

cannot

substance, so they attack her
the other hand, has never
discredit them, but admirably
Hang in there, Jackie —
something right! Your enemies

come

eSeaoseeeoesee

ede

with
Senior,

Perhaps she has been successful in securing stable,

competent and affordable child care. Others do not

cue
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environmental engineering

Editor:
‘Let’s hear it for Judy Andrews, a working
mother and part-time student who handles her
responsibilities as a parent and pursues her educational goals without benefit of child care assistance!
How unfortunate that Ms. Andrews’ education
thus far has not given her the insight to appreciate
that her own situation may not apply to all studentparents.
I object to Ms. Andrews’ pemise that CSU
assistance in stabilizing funding levels for university
day care centers is undeserved and unnecessary. |
especially resent her remark that the studentparents involved in this campaign are ‘‘too damned
irresponsible to do a little family planning.’’ Such a
statement only demonstrates her own naivete concerning the individual circumstances and personal
values involved in anyone's decision to have a child.

to which students may drop th¢ir completed lepers,
wee,

I

Let’s hear it for child care

Editor:
I would like to thank Kevin Hayden for his wellwritten articles on the SLC in the Nov. 13 Lumberjack, but I disagree with the stance he takes in the
‘“*Reporter’s Opinion’’ piece. I have a different
outlook on Mark Murray’s presidency.
From what I’ve seen, the sluggishness of student
activism at HSU is far more the fault of the student
body as a whole than of Mark. A case in point that
comes to mind is the letter-writing
project that
Mark and others launched recently.
The idea was to
mail interested students information on governmental issues that affect students and encourage the
students to write to legislators expressing their opinions. This was a great idea, and was made very
simple by the placement of a box in Nelson Hall inPare

Anyway,

Richard Engel

personally. She, on
lowered herself to
sticks to the issues!
you must be doing
are scrambling.

Linda Nelson

i

buy a stamp.

least an editorial directed more accurately at the
root of our campus’ apathy — the student body.
Keep up the good work, Mark.

Instead

up

even

elected official on an issue that concerns him, or at

of attacking Jackie with their vicious tirades, they
should take on the movers and shakers in the prolife

needn’t

wrote a letter concerning the balanced budget
amendment currently being debated in Congress
and, after a full day had gone by, | was the only
person who had submitted a letter for mailing. Is
this sort of thing Mark’s fault?
I can’t help thinking Kevin might have made better use of his typewriter by drafting a letter to an

Student body politically anemic

Letters to the editor are welcomed at The Lumberjack,
but should follow these guidelines

ee
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for most students.-

On the other hand, poor evaluations for
non-tenured
faculty
can
mean
quick
unemployment.
Professors can read evaluations immediately after grades are given, but who
holds them accountable if they receive consistently bad student evaluations? Their
own conscience?
Non-tenured faculty must be evaluated
in each of their classes every year. Tenured
professors are only required to have two
evaluations per year.
Many, however, say they evaluate every
class and that they are even changed and
enlightened by the evaluations.
If these professors actually do what they
say, they are to be commended for doing
their job.
But there is a minority of tenured professors who have become instructional incompetents. They are consistently hung out
to dry in their two-a-year evaluations and
yet they remain, virtually unchecked and
undaunted.
What’s to be done?
Student evaluations must play a more
significant role in judging of tenured faculty performance.
In order for student input to have that
impact, university policy must be amended
to make the right of student voice a strong
vocal chord in the reappointment
of
tenured faculty.

to write these
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Social Security is a crutch for the ‘stupid’
Rightfully Speaking
Gary Conrad Jr.
I can’t live on my Social Security
check, it’s not enough. This line can
be heard whined on network television newscasts at least once every
two months. The only response |
can make to that line is ‘‘Tough

luck, buddy.”’

Whose fault is it that a person
wasn’t smart enough to know Social
Security was never meant to be a
retirement plan. All it was intended
to do was supplement a person’s
retirement income.
People who expect to live entirely
on

Social

Security

after

retirement

are stupid.
Social Security itself is one of the
biggest con jobs ever put over on the
American
public.
The
program
Started as just a retirement supplement, but over the years it has
grown into a huge welfare sham.
Congressmen in their attempts to
buy votes — thus insuring their jobs
— have made the program a financial house of cards waiting for a big
wind,

pockets of the Social Security reci-

pients.

‘If a private citizen tried to run a

scheme like Social Security, it would

be called a ——
system and
result in a jail sentence. Sooner or
later a pyramid 5 bee must fail,
and it’s going to happen to Social

Security.

almost
comes
nothing
wealth

America’s population is not getting younger, and soon two workers

will

be

paying

the

bill

parents to pursue their educational objectives with
much less difficulty. High priority should be given

Another

pays out

problem

facing

to ensuring stable funding for this excellent facility

the

system is the cost of living adjustments. As inflation rises, so do
Social Security payments, thus rais. ing the cost of the program to the
taxpayers. Because of these ad-

he

paid

in Social
'

Security

The failure of the system will
bably happen in our lifetime.

proThat

means that the large amount taken
out of your paycheck for Social
If the system

like

would

it should

was voluntary —

be

participate.

—

Up

only

a

until

fool

last

year, U.S. Government
workers
could voluntarily participate in the

system. This worked so well that
now they are required to be fleeced.

Just like the rest of us. Fair is fair.

It is very apparent that this whole
system is a vote-getting tool for

politicians. I think it’s a high price
to pay to get some insecure Congressman re-elected year after year.

Carthy technique was the
ree to which the
senator from Wisconsin succ
by merely asserting that there were communists in government and
that he knew who they were. He said it so frequently and rummaged through enough ‘‘documents”
that people forgot to ask for specific proof. It took

Elizabeth Keppeler
Graduate student and working mother

Allegations In Academia

months for Congress and the press to get the name

of even one of those alleged perpetrators from him,
and then the identity of the alleged ‘‘head of spies”’
in government was so ludicrous that no one took

Editor:
I take offense, as I’m sure a great many other
HSU students do, at John Grobey’s assertion that
the majority of students on this campus are being
swayed in the direction of Marxism and socialism
by radically leftist instructors. How dare he make
the assumption in such a statement that students are
unable to weigh the issues and decide for themselves
what political ideology they choose to take up.
Perhaps it is an attitude such as Mr. Grobey’s that
persuades the majority of students to cling to liberal
views.
Tell us Mr. Grobey, how many of your future

this particular revelation seriously.
Let’s let Professor Grobey carry on in splendid

isolation and stop patronizing students by further
consideration of his allegations.
S.C. Fox
Professor, history

Clarification

students, after sitting through a semester in your
class, will find themselves fighting as soldiers of
fortune in Central America against those ‘‘commie

In a front

The Lumberjack, biol
Professor David
Lauck was quoted as saying, ‘‘If a student has
AIDS, I would not want him in my classroom.”’
He also said, however, that he would teach a
student who has AIDS even though he thought
AIDS patients should not be attending the

Tom Wark
English junior

I suggest that we let the intelligence and
sense of students determine whether or not
being propagandized by unnamed teachers
ed by Professor Grobey. I am surprised

article on Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome in the Nov. 6 edition of

bastards’’ who cling to their Marxist ideals?

Lumberjack staff fell

one

the bill for one retiree.

so that it may operate at full capacity.

tind this to be so simple, as evidenced by the growoe
the child care issue is receiving nationwide.
Frequently, a significant motivation behind a
parent’s pursuit of a college education is to acquire
marketable skills which will allow him or her to
compete in the working world and improve one’s
family’s financial situation. Such action indicates a
strong drive to fulfill one’s family responsibilities.
Without adequate child care arrangements, the
student-parent may choose to bring her tot along to
classes which is a distraction at best. Or, the parent
may opt to forgo college and settle for a dead-end
low-pay job and/or welfare.
;
In the long run, the taxpayer and student (future
taxpayer) is best served by assisting these parents to
complete their education and get on with supporting their children.
In view of the reality that education costs continue to rise and some services are being cut back,
students and CSU administrators should be critical
in evaluating funding requests which may “
these costs higher. In doing so, it should
be
remembered that there are numerous services on
campus which only benefit a minority of students. |
can accept the fact that my fees go to support
facilities and activities when | am rarely able to take
advantage of many of these services.
The HSU Children’s Center provides a safe, loving and affordable day care environment for the
children of HSU students and allows student-

for

retiree. This is in contrast to a time
when seven workers were footing

every penny.it takes in as it
in. In all actuality it is
more than a distribution of
from the working to the

Continued from previous page

ess than five years to receive all the

funds
taxes.

Security will be lost to you forever.

Another misconception held by
many is that all the money paid into
the system through taxes is: earmarked for an account of the person
who paid them. This, of course, is

not true; the government

justments, it takes a retired person

common
they are
as allegthat The

university.

This latter fact was not reported in the Nov. 6

edition of The Lumberjack.
The Lumberjack regrets any inconvenience

for this age-old game in its

this omission may have caused.

editorial. A historical review of the 1950s reveals
that one of the most insidious features of the Mc-

Corrections

The Lumberjack

Serving the students of Humboidt State Univer-

park% that etap enensd oncotapage Altea
of t
‘
edition of The | Lumberjack
ed the land
that will be used is part of a planned land exchange between Eureka and the federal Bureau
of Land Management.
Bruce Cann, outdoor recreation planner for
the BLM, said there will not be an exchange
between the two, t
will simply use each
fi land. There will be no change of ownership.

sity and the community
for 56 years.

Since 1929
The
school
East 6,
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In a correction on page Al9 of last week's
Lumberjack, a quote was clarified and attributed to Leo Paleo.
Actually the person who was misquoted was
Lyn Paleo, director of the Northern California
Services of the San Francisco AIDS founda-

= Anthony DeLaurentis

Hyla Willis
| Debbie Wandell, Michel Guthrie
Vince Hernandez

tion.

The Lumberjack regrets the errors.

Howard Seemann

The Lumberjack is a member of the Califomia Newspaper Publishers Association.

|

It is the policy of The Lumberjack to correct all
factual errors.
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Coach
Continued from front page
said.
**It’s probably time for a change — a
new personality, a new coach. I think
that’s best for the university,’’ Van
Deren said.
‘In his years as a professor of
physical education, Bud has encouraged many students to become more

athletic and has encouraged many of

his
athletes
to
become
better
students,’’ Lindemenn said.
HSU President Alistair McCrone added, ‘‘I believe | know of no other
coach in no other sport, anywhere,
who has cared as much about his

players and their present and future
well-being as coach Van Deren. I think

this has been a very, very valuable
educational asset to the university to
have someone as head coach who cares
that much about the players.’’
Van Deren said his age and the
lengthy time he has spent coaching
were also factors in his decision.
**Obviously, I have to go back a bit,
back to last year. All are aware of the
record last year and I base this (the
retirement decision) on some degree on
the won-lost record. There are other
reasons which have nothing to do with
that — my age and the time that I have
been coaching, which has been 35

years. I think that it is time for a
change,’’ Van Deren said.
‘I’ve failed, in a sense, to accomplish the goals we set out to accomplish — to bring respectability to
the program,”’ he added.
‘
Lindemenn said, ‘‘He’s been a great
asset to the university. More than 80
percent of the people who played football at HSU have either graduated or
are still enrolled at HSU.
‘*He’s touched a lot of lives, including mine, and he’s been a fine
educator and I know that Humboldt
State University is going to miss him. I
think this community is going to miss
him as well, he’s meant a great deal to
athletics in this area,’’ he added.
Van Deren said the last two years
have been tough and disappointing,
considering the success HSU
and he
have had in the past, and that they

deserve more than they’re getting.

**T guess I can’t get this team in a
winning mode, I hope I can for next
week. Because I want to see them win
oe
sake, they deserve to,’’ he

said.

Although he is retiring as coach, Van

‘It’s probably
time for a
— a new per» @ new coach.I
think it’s best for the
university...I’ve failed,

in

a

mee)

to

ac-

plish
goals we
eat oat Uo necehelis.

Gao
a prauk Vente

Deren isn’t leaving the university. He’ll
return next fall to teach part-time in
the physical education department.

Evaluate
Continued from front page
drunkenness or fraud.
While it is also possible for tenured
professors to be dismissed for incompetency, there have been no instances where student and peer evaluations have had a direct impact on the
removal of an instructor, HSU President Alistair McCrone said.
Associated Students President Mark
Murray said, ‘‘It’s almost like the
teaching process happens without student evaluations. Their power is extremely limited once a teacher gets
tenure.
‘In the business world you hear
about people being fired for not doing
their job, but I can’t think of any
university professor who has ever been

fired for doing a lousy job.”’
While student evaluations are part of
a teacher’s private personnel file, many
students believe they should be made
public documents.

**] don’t see (student evaluations)
having
an incredible
impact
for
students because we never see the
results,"’ said Fred
Holt, an environmental systems graduate student.
**We fill out the forms and that’s it.’
Although tenured professors are required to give evaluations in only two
classes per year and come up for a
post-tenure review every five years,
most university professors surveyed informally by The Lumberjack choose to
have students critique all of their
classes.
“If it’s true that (student) evaluations have no impact past tenure, then
that’s rather unsettling news,’’ McCrone said. ‘*But I think we have mostly conscientious
professors
here,
tenured or non-tenured,
who will

always

be

interested

in

their effec-

tiveness.”’

Philosophy

professor

Clarence

Howe called the evaluations ‘‘terribly
superficial.”’
“I really only look at meaningful

written statements, but those students
who write them are few,’’ he said.

man John Travis said that while there
are instructors who don’t get anything
out of student evaluations, most regard

freshman, said. ‘‘I’ve spoken to several
professors who really take it seriously
too. They’ve got to have feedback and

them

they know

**The number ranking of evaluations is
an
attempt
to trivalize
teaching
methods.”’
Howe’s criticism that evaluations
tend
to measure
an_ instructor’s
classroom performance rather than
what the instructor actually teaches is a
reason many professors scoff at stu-

(student

dent evaluations.

because

**Students not familiar with the field
can be snowed by entertainment,”’
psychology Professor Susan Frances
said. ‘‘(Evaluations) just don’t tell
teachers that much.”’
Political Science Department Chair-

as important.

it.’’

not a professor is doing his job,’’ he

However,
Derden
said
student
criticism
of tenured
professors
is
weighed less heavily than criticism of
non-tenured
professors
because
tenured professors have already survived at least six years of heavy evalua-

said.

tion.

Many students informally surveyed
also take the evaluations seriously.
**Sure I take it seriously, I'm paying
for this,*’ Richard
Betournay, art

Murray said he would like to see a
change
in university policy which
would allow students formal input on
university personnel committees.

Non-subsidized
Commercial
Space
Manufacturing by the Year 2000.”’
Blaisdell said, ‘‘He went back down
to NASA for three weeks at the end of
the summer to submit a proposal for
analysis of potential use of artificial intelligence in space.”’
Coleman had corresponded with key
artificial intelligence organizations, including the University of California at
Berkeley and Stanford.
‘*If he wanted to live down there, he
could have had a job at NASA. He had
job opportunities in Silicon Valley, but
chose to live in Humboldt,’’ Blaisdell
said.
‘**He was very interested in the commercial use of space to produce lifesaving drugs,’’ he said.
‘**I1 didn’t know anyone who didn’t

it,’’ Groat said.
“*One word to describe him would be
‘confident.’
I never
saw
him
doubtful,’ he said.
Blaisdell said Coleman had been
piloting a gyrocopter for several years.
He flew the craft in the Eureka-Arcata
air show in September.
The gyrocopter was 11 feet long, six
feet high and five-and-one-half feet
wide. It could reach speeds of 75 miles
per hour.
Groats said a gyrocopter pilot is
limited by the plane’s design. The craft
has a narrow flight envelope, which
means it stalls at relatively low speeds.
“If you go outside the boundaries
it’s all over. If he would have been in

Philosophy Department Chairman
James Derden agreed.
**Students are crazy if they think
evaluations)

don’t

they demonstrate

matter,

whether

or

Gyrocopter wreck kills grad
By Mary S. Adams
Staff writer

An HSU graduate student deeply involved in space research and affiliated
with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration died Nov. 12
when the gyrocopter he was piloting at
the Somoa airstrip flipped and plunged
to the ground.
John Patrick Coleman, 25, was pronounced dead on arrival at St. Joseph’s
Hospital after a 1$0-foot fall. Coleman
was reportedly flying a self-constructed

gyrocopter.

**He had a deep love for aviation,’’
Professor James Blaisdell said. Coleman recently worked under Blaisdell
with a grant the student received from

NASA.
‘*He had his second grant done at
NASA, which regarded his thesis. He

worked

there

in

the

summer

under

sponsor Larry Milou, director of the
Office of Commercialization in Space.
**They (NASA) thought so much of
his work. He worked very hard — he
did the best master’s level thesis I’ve

ever seen,’’ Blaisdell said.

Coleman, who received his master’s

in business administration from HSU
in June, had just completed his thesis,
“‘An

Evaluation

of the Feasibility of

like him.

He was a hell of a guy,”’

Steven Groat, an ultra-light aircraft ac-

cessories dealer, said. Groat witnessed
the crash from another ultra-light

plane.
Groat was about to photograph Coleman’s gyrocopter when ‘‘he was do-

ing a neat turn, got radical and didn’t
stop turning the aircraft.
**He was a good pilot. I heard that
he wanted to build an airplane. When
he set a goal he was going to achieve

any other aircraft he would have been

alive.’’
Groat said the planes are appealing

because ‘‘they’re very inexpensive,
very small and turbulence doesn’t

bother them.”’
Coleman planned to teach at HSU
this winter as an adjunct faculty
member, Blaisdale said.

‘“‘He was planning to apply at the
University of Oregon to work on a
Ph.D. in business, with plans to return
to HSU and teach.”’

Steve Ellis, junior dual major in geology and marine biology and Debbie

Mondell-Jarvis,an oceanography lecturer,look at ctenophora or jellyfish.

Yo, ho, hoo and a

bottle of. . . jellyfish

It's no ‘Love Boat,’ but HSU ocean classes

sail high seas to study a land down

By Nola Williams

Staff writer

Hands gripped the vessel's railings
while
feet attempted
to secure
themselves upon a deck that pitched

under

physical, chemical, geological and
biological areas of oceanography,”’
said HSU eee. Oceanography lec-

turer Jeff

Borgeld. ‘‘They are not your

routine luxury ‘Love Boat’ cruises by

wildly to and fro.

any means.”’

Each student on board the vessel
knew he was the only one who could
prevent himself from being thrown

and rolled, the students were introduc-

overboard.
The vessel, ST893, had left the calm
waters of Humboldt Bay and sailed
past the jetties onto the open sea where
the complaisant disguise of the water
was suddenly cast off.
The sea became cold, immense and
treacherous.
It heaved salty water upon the vessel
and forced her to buck her way
through a succession of 10- to 15-foot
swells, leading everyone below deck to
scramble for safety.
No, this was not a practice run for a
Coast Guard rescue, but another ocean
lab cruise for HSU oceanography

) students.

‘*These cruises are designed to be an

educational experience for students in

As the vessel continuously pitched

ed to an ailment known to sea-going
folk
throughout
the
world:
seasickness.
“*If you are feeling seasick, don’t go
and lock eae
in ~
—.
oceanography
essor
James
told . mar eager S deck and,
to make your
appy, move
downwind,’’ Gast added.
Many took Gast’s advice.

Charles

Darwin,

while

sailing

aboard the HMS Beagle, once said, ‘‘If
it were not for seasickness, all the
world would be sailors.‘
As the ST893 reaches its destination
in water 34 fathoms deep, the students
p
to obtain a sample of the
sealboor using a hydraulic winch and

Please see OCEAN next page
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Ocean
box core device.

The device contains a stainless steel
box which is lifted over the side of the
vessel and lowered to the bottom of the
sea. A trip mechanism _—
a spade

located within the box and

and never had a chance to take aclass

ty to spend a day at sea.

Continued from previous page

like this before.”
HSU students,

Cathi Garrett, business junior, said,
‘*T wouldn’t miss this lab for anything.

and

faculty

staff

members can arrange to join the excur-

I’ve always been interested in the ocean

|a

sions and explore California’s coastal

waters.
For more information call Professor

Gast at 3466.

es

a sample of

the ocean floor is obtained.

The equipment is retrieved and the |

sample is removed to a cradle so
students can observe the various strata
within the ocean floor.
Observation
techniques require students to use their

senses of taste, smell, sight, hearing

and touch.
:
‘*Don’t be afraid to feel what is inside the core sample to see what it’s
instructs his
Borgeld
of,’
made
students. ‘*You can determine sand by
the feel of grit between your fingers,
and by putting a sample between your
teeth you can feel silt.’’
In addition to soil samples, students
obtain samples of microscopic animal
and plant life — zooplankton and
phytoplankton. An otter trawl, a net
the
along
to be towed
designed

seafloor, produces samples of fish that

live near the bottom of the ocean.
Experiments are conducted to determine water salinity and density, current speed and direction, and wave activity. Some vessel cruises are conducted to sample marine flora and
fauna, while others get under way for
bird and whale watching expeditions.
Although the voyage of a weekend
sailor can be a trying one, the early
morning departure times from a chilly
and gray Eureka marina do not lessen
students exmany
the excitement
perience when receiving the opportuni-

The

Far

—Vett Levie

of ST893, Juan Hernandez, oceanography
deck
On
junior, looks on as the seniors see what the box core

Side:

r, below.
60 meters
sampler collected from the seafloo
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Sports
‘Jacks try to replace
years of experience |
announcement
to probably
every
school
in California and_ selected
schools across the nation.’’
The announcement
will also be
advertised in the NCAA newsletter,
which
comes
out
weekly
and
is
distributed nationally.
‘‘That’s probably where most people

By Vinnie Hernandez
Staff writer

‘*It’s hard to replace 20 years of experience,’’ Athletic Director Chuck
Lindemenn
said at head
football
Coach Frank ‘Bud’ Van Deren’s retirement conference.
Van Deren, who announced he will
be retiring as HSU’s head football
coach at the end of this season, has
been head coach since 1965. The
athletic department is now faced with
having to replace his 20 years of experience.
Lindemenn begins the search for a
new head coach this week.
He said the university is looking for
an “‘individual that has proven himself

within

we

the athletic area would go if

they were locking for the position,’
Lindemenn said.
He said applications for the job will

be open for a month with the deadline
for applications set around Christmas.
‘*People will have to get their paperwork in by that time and we'll start the

actual process to determine who our
top candidates are,’’ he said.
Lindemenn expects interviews to
start in’early January.

in a head coaching capacity. . . an in-

dividual who has proven himself in a
teaching
capacity...
an_ individual
who
has proven
abilities
administratively...
a top-drawer individual... a winner... ”’
The process of finding this ‘‘proven
individual’’ begins by first drafting a
job
announcement
outlining
these
qualifications.
Lindemenn said there are several
ways to distribute the announcement.
‘The Personnel Office on campus is
one of the means,’’ he said. ‘‘It
distributes within the state of California.
‘*We will send out copies of the job

**With a job like this I would expect
to receive around 100 applications,’’ he
said.
The 100 applicants will then be subpreliminary screening,
jected to a_
who don’t meet
those
ng
eliminati

Bud Van Deren in one of his last appearances as HSU's head football coach.

minimum qualifications.

Lindemenn said the person would
have to have at least a master’s degree
in an appropriate area, at least five
years
successful
experience
in
coaching, and will have to be qualified
both in teaching and coaching with an
administrative background
and ex-

pemenet to deal with a program at this

affairs.’’

hired on a year to year basis ‘‘with each
year’s hiring subject to positive appraisal by the athletic director, the

anywhere

evel,
He added that a new coach would be

P.E.

department

and

academic

The salary for this position will be

from

depending

on

$35,000

to

$55,000

the _ individual’s

qualifications, experience, backgound
and education.

Winning past, lean present
chronicle a coach’s career
By Jason

Sports editor

After 46 years as a pla
and a
coach, HSU’s Frank ‘Bud’ Vatan Deren
has taken himself out of the lineup.
Van Deren, who took over as
d

coach of the Lumberjacks in 1966, was
named

1975,
what
thern
have

Coach

of the

Year

in

1968,

and 1979. He also accomplished
all the other coaches in the NorCalifornia Athletic Conference
yet to do: Van Deren is the only

coach in the conference to win a bowl

game, a 29-14 win over Fresno State in
the 1968 Camellia Bowl.
‘The victory was doubly rewarding
for us because we were lopsided under-

dogs to a scholarship school (Fresno
State),’’ said Van Deren.
From 1966 to 1979, Van Deren com-

&

3 ve

& bloody pain
Offensive guard Don Balm

Q

Sonoma State Saturday
with

a Cossack

lineman

in HSU’s 25-7 loss to

ma Pa junior,

Balm,
a P.
who

player was ejected,
but Baim

into a scuffle

om
face. Neither
punched
need stitches to close
the cut.

bined a 81-58-4 record, but in the last
five seasons, his total dropped to a
dismal 17-36, with two last place
finishes in the last five years.
“I’ve had good years in the past and
to get into the 80s and to slide like this
not be able to bring it back is a
disappointment,’’ Van Deren said.
hile coaching his team to the
Camellia victory was a major accomplishment, Van Deren said that being hired by then HSU President Cornelius Siemens to coach the ’Jacks was
his biggest thrill.
_Van Deren’s college career began at

Santa Rosa Junior College in 1942
before joining the Navy for three
. He returned to Santa Rosa J.C.
inage 1946, then went to the soa
California under then head coach P
py Waldorf.
.
. Van Deren, an All-Coast performer
as a defensive end his two years at Cal,
was named to the all-time Cal football
team as part of its 100th football year
as tego
er
Ray. I Werschiing~ (presently1
with the San Francisco 49ers), running
back Chuck Muncie (f
ly with the
New Orleans Saints, San Diego
Chargers, Miami
Dolphins) and

quarterback Craig Morton (formerly
with the Dallas Cowboys and Denver
Broncos).

After college, Van Deren got his first
coaching job at Santa Rosa J.C. as an
assistant coach. He stayed for four
before moving dg
first
coaching
at
School in Stoc
. From 1954-56,
Van Deren’s coaching record was
13-6-1, which included one league
championship and a tie for another.
one

-_
n

Van Deren went bay

Marysville.

From

he won four league ties and in 198
won the Lum
Bowl, upsetting
Olympia College of Washington.

,
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Cardiac program no longer pumping at HSU
making it as much a prevention program as it is a rehabilitation program.
inception,
Since the program’s

patients (those showing the symptoms
of heart problems). The physician ts in

charge of setting the limits for their patient’s exercise program — how much
running and walking — which is based

Gilchrist estimated about 500 people
have gone through it, but added that

no one graduates ‘rom the program.
‘‘Some people stay with us for

on their heart rate.
This information is then used by
Gilchrist to set up and implement an
exercise program suitable for patients.
Although designed for heart attack
patients, the rehabilition program has
been used by all types of patients.
Some have had one type of heart attack

several weeks and then lose interest.

Others stay with us several months and

many stay for years. We never
graduate. One of the things I keep telling the patients is that we are here to
make haste slowly. They've taken 20 or

30 years to get out of condition and we

or another. Some have only had symp-

‘

Heart rehabilitation program coordinator Richard Gilchrist.
By Kevin Mandel
Staff writer

For the first time in 15 years, HSU’s

Cardiac

Rehabilitation

Program

has

stopped beating.
The program was founded in 1970
by the late physician William
P.
Foster
with help from Ford Hess,
retired HSU professor of health and
physical education,
and biology Professor Richard D. Gilchrist.
Gilchrist, who is now in charge of
the program, said the program was
originally halted when the HSU track
— which was used by patients — was
closed for repairs last summer. While
the new track is complete, other problems have delayed the cardiac program from being revived.
One problem is getting nurses from
local hospitals to come and help with
tients. Gilchrist said some local
ospitals have switched to 12-hour
shifts which makes it harder for the
nurses to get away from their work and

Karen Griffith

help him.
Another problem in restarting the
program was the lack of a locker room
for the patients. The facility the pro_
usually used was being refurbishEven with these problems, Gilchrist
said he would like to see the program
started up again soon.
In 1970, when the program began,
the idea of exercising heart attack victims was a new one, Gilchrist said.
‘*In 1970 it was rather radical, particularly for this area, because exercising a person who had a heart attack or
had heart problems was not really in
ee
of medicine,’’ Gilchrist
said.
‘*Nowadays I think the idea of exercise, not only for cardiac patients, but
also for the non-cardiac person, is
becoming
more
recognized
as
beneficial.’’
.
The program consists of cardiac
(heart attack victims) and pre-cardiac

are not going to get them in condition
in a short period of time. We are here
for the long run,’’ Gilchrist said.
Patients involved in the program are
required to pay a $50 fee to help cover
the costs of the equipment and use of
the facilities. The money is also used to
pay for nurses who help out with the

toms such as angina or heart pain.
Others have had to undergo heart
surgery.
HSU Speech Communications Professor Lewis Bright was referred to the
as a pre-cardiac patient.
program
Bright said he was givena prescription
by his doctor to raise his pulse rate no
higher than 140 beats per minute and
to sustain it for at least 30 minutes.

Gilchrist:

program.

Bright added that he had to carry out
his prescription three times a week
without running or jogging.
‘*] was in the program for little over
a year and it was the first time in my
whole life I’ve ever kept up with some
kind of an exercise program. I lost 28
pounds when I was in the program and
kept it off for the most part since the
program folded,’’ Bright said.

said.
Gilchrist

said he hopes to have the

going sometime

program

this quarter

the best things this school has ever
done for the people in this area. I'd like
to see it start again,’’ he added.
One aspect Gilchrist said he would
like to see is an expanded program

or

that

either later

the beginning

be a big

it would

! SCUBA SALE !
LESSONS~
ae
Fae

> g |
Save S830 LS
a,

reg. $155.00

Signup for our charter trips
to the Channel Islands

_ Save $25.00
"Oe

EQUIPMENT
@ Free

Equipment bag with the purchase of a tank.

30% off

© Princeton Gauges
e $/16°’ Windwarel

tow

Wetsuit $20.00 off
Visit
our Showroom

Just

$139.95

Cyerysthing you -eed for Divine Brang name
Caspr rent, inciuding tanks requiators. Masks,

Quality

tins.

Soaps

snore!s

anc

wet suits

Shampoos

445-3701
Bookstore

of the

mistake for Humboldt State to let the
program die. I think that it’s an absolute benefit for the relationship between the community and the school,”’
he said.

introduce you to the
beautiful underwater world

,

pay-

Sometimes I wonder how long I really
want to continue, I'll admit that,’’ he

next.
‘*I think that the program is one of
‘| think

|

no

receives

ment for his services. Everything is
strictly voluntary on his part.
“I’m a person that feels a responsibility in terms of doing what you can.
I feel that one owes a certian payback.

Eureka

Mon.—Sat. 10to6

|
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Northern California Athletic Con-

Women’s V

ference

NCAC

Overall

Northern California Athletic Conference

NCAC

Overall

W-L-T

W-L-T

W-L-T

W-L-T

UC Davis

50-0

7-2-0

Sonoma State

10-0-0

15-7-0

Hayward State

2-2-0

Ss

: eee |

Chico State

San Francisco State

Sonoma State

3-1-0

5-4-0

5-4-0

San Francisco State

2-2-0

6-3-0

Humboldt State
UC Davis

1-4-0

Humboldt State

+70

0-4-0

1-8-0

This Saturday

Last Sgturday

Sonoma 25, HSU 7

San Francisco at HSU at 2 p.m.

UC Davis 34, Hayward 6

Chico at Hayward

Chico 34, San Francisco 7

UC Davis at Sacramento

Chico State

8-3-0
5-50

Stanislaus State

1-110

Hayward State

1-110

9-13-0

2-190

1-13-0 |

This Week

Last Week

Sonoma 3, HSU 0

omg

14-3-0

bie hg ae 5 OO
;

soneme ae Dowts Teena

a8U at Date fia

HSU at Chico, Saturday

Sports briefs
*Jacks lose to Cossacks
HSU’s football team dropped to last place in the
conference Saturday when it lost to the Sonoma
State Cossacks 25-7. The ’Jacks’ only touchdown
came from an interception return by cornerback
John Ehlers. Offensively the ‘Jacks were led by Pat
Johnson, with Matt Peterson replacing injured
Ross Miller in the ’Jacks loss. In next Saturday’s
season finale, San Francisco State will be in Redwood Bowl for the 2 p.m. kickoff.

leading Sonoma State in three straight matches in
the East Gym Friday night as the Cossacks clinched

the NCAC title.

The Jacks were
paced by Chris Kobellas and
Sydney Mitchell in their loss. With two games remaining, the ‘Jacks are just one win away from tying their best record ever. Their carrent record is

10-15.

Grapplers host meet
HSU’s

Spikers get spiked
HSU’s

women’s

volleyball team

lost to league-

wrestling team

will be hosting the first

home match of the season against San Francisco
State, Chico State and Portland State. The ’Jacks
have already faced Portland State and were

defeated 39-9 in Portland. The matches with Chico
and San Francisco will be the first conference matches this year. Admission is free with matches
beginning at 2 p.m. in the East Gym.

Alumni get slamdunked
HSU’s men’s basketball team beat the alumni
78-65 Saturday afternoon, in preparation for their

season opener just two days away. The ’Jacks were
paced offensively by senior and sophomore forwards Mike Hammond and Paul Blackburn, who
scored 25 and 16 points respectively, while junior
and senior forwards Sandy Johnson and Matt Cam-

millucci led rebounding with 12 and 11 respectively.

sees

the

on the plaza,
Arcata

The Sidelines Sports Bar
Open Daily
M-F 2pm-2am
Sat 10:00am-2

Sun 10:00-8:00pm
WEDNESDAY Special
75° a bottle

7 —

MIDNIGHT

-WEINHARD‘S ALE

sCHNRPPS RCH”
CHOOSE YOUR FLAVOR
PEPPERMINT
SPEARMINT
CINNAMON
APPLE
APRICOT
HAZELNUT
ORANGE
WILD STRAWBERRY
PEACH TREE
“NEW ROOTBEER”
75° a shot

7 till 11 p.m.
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There is a moral to the Bud Van Deren story
Commentary
Sports editor

Why do you replace 20 years of experience? Five
years of losing.
Former football head coach Bud Van Deren has a

glorious past. Three-time conference Coach of the
Year, a member of the University of California's
centennial football team, former All-Coast performer for the Golden Bears and all-around good

guy.

Yes,

the past

speaks

for itself in Van

Deren’s

why

things

going

weren't

Van Deren was probably a great coach in the
°60’s and °70’s when the ‘Jacks were not playing as

University uses it pretty well in Utah. But it’s just a
phase, it'll never last.
What a novel concept! Let’s try something new

tough a schedule as they do now, a fact Van Deren

admitted during his retirement conference.
The problem which has plagued the ’ Jacks is that
everyone in the athletic department was willing to
live with Van Deren’s past and not accept his present emphasis, or lack of it, on a winning football

program.
Van Deren

said

he is doing

the same

things

coaching-wise in 1985 as he was in 1968, and said he

well. | don’t think he’s heard of a new trend in football — the forward pass. I heard Brigham Young

. . . like the forward pass. We could revamp the old
offensive scheme and put some zing into it; get a
vibrant, exuberant guy who'll go nuts every time the
team screws up or does something great. He could
make outrageous predictions about the team’s out-

come and possibly win games!
Naw .
tradition.

. that goes against the last five years of
\

"HOURS
M-Th 6:00 -9:00

Sun

12:00 - 5:00

kinko’s copies
1618

as

couldn't

complishments of the past.
By Jason Randall

figure out

honor, but the problem in the last five years is that
the
present has not been reflecting his ac-

G ST
ARCATA
B22 871

Plaza Shoe Shop
Quality
Shoe Repoirs
@ Bultelo
@ West Coost
@ Birkenstock
Wing
@ Red

“Get

off

to

a

great

start

with

Ford’

Arts & Entertainment
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iBay Area guitar virtuoso
o string HSU fans along
By Eric Nordwall
Music critic

Success came as a surprise to guitar
wizard Alex DeGrassi.
The

Bay

Area

folk-jazz

specialist,

who will
perform at HSU’s Van Duzer
Theater
Friday night,
recorded his
first album,
‘‘Turning:
Turning
Back,”’

for Windham

Hill

recording

studios in 1977. DeGrassi was picked
as the third best folk and blues guitarist
by Frets magazine in 1980, and in 1982
a Cashbox readers’ poll named him the
No. 2 new jazz artist.
Yet DeGrassi said acclaim caught
him off guard.
‘*When I first went out and did some
concerts . (after recording
his first
album) I thought, ‘Well, this is great

but it’s probably not going to make a

living for me,’ *’ DeGrassi said in a
telephone interview from San Francisco.

‘*I was surprised when | started getting a lot of positive feedback from audiences

and

reviewers and

it did.

DeGrassi

radio sta-

tions,’’ he said. ‘*! really wasn’t expecting this to bloom into a full-time
career.’’

But
three

records

and

has released

toured

North

America and Europe since his '77 vinyl

Alex DeGrassi

debut.
His most recent release,
‘*Southern Exposure,’’ has sold over
85,000 copies domestically, which
DeGrassi called ‘‘pretty good for a solo
guitar album.”’
A “‘largely self-taught’ musician,
DeGrassi, 33, has been guitaring since
he was 13. After graduating from high
school he decided to travel a bit and
performed his first European ‘‘tour.’’
‘*] spent a summer in —— playing
out in the streets and the subways for
hours at a time and in the evenings I'd

try to get gigs in folk clubs and
restaurants,” he said.
DeGrassi eventually returned to the
United States and
attended UC
Berkeley.
though.

He

didn’t

study

music,

**] got my degree in, of all things, urban geography. 1 took some music
classes and had a few jazz guitar
lessons from a real good teacher but |
wasn’t a music major,” he said.
It doesn’t, appear that DeGrassi is
going to get much mileage out of his
college diploma. He’s in the middle of
a 13-stop tour of the West Coast and
Colorado and is working on material
for another record, tentatively to be
Please see DeGrassi,
page BS

Woman parts sea of insecurity
in HSU’s second original plav
By Nola Williams
Staff writer

‘Oceans Apart’’ is a play for very
grown-up people.
The audience will be subjected to a
powerful experience that will be on its
mind for several days. It will move the
audience and make it think.
Written by Bay Area playwright
Shirley Hillard, the play is the second
in a series of never-before-produced
plays to be staged by HSU’s theater
arts department.
‘Oceans Apart’’ focuses on Linda, a
at 50,
who,
woman
professional
realizes she has reached a turning point
in her life. She is searching for some
kind of direction but has no idea what
it is. The audience follows Linda
through her periods of growth, selfdiscovery and self-emergence.
In the first act of the play, ‘‘Making
Spaghetti,’ Linda deals with an often-

traditional

relationship

involving

a

young Italian.
This act produces several humorous
situations as the two attempt to deal
with a non-traditional age grouping —
she is $0 and he is 29. Linda finally re-

jects her young Italian when she
realizes he really wants somebody just
to pick up after him. Linda begins to
realize there is more

to her sexuality

than playing second stage to a male.
In the second act, ‘‘Stone Walls,’’
Linda

becomes

middle-aged

involved

Irishman.

with

a shy,

Contrasting

from the first act, Linda is portrayed
trying to make her mind up about
herself and who she is.

As her self-dependence and sexuality
emerges,
Linda
discovers she has
reached a position where she can determine her own sexual relations without
being dependent on a man.

**Oceans Apart”’ is directed by HSU
theater arts instructor Paul Hellyer,
who said he is enjoying working with
Hillard and his cast of three.
‘*I’m very excited about the production,’’ Hellyer said. ‘‘The actors have
undergone the process of developing a
very moving piece.”’
Hillard arrived on the North Coast
several weeks ago to work with Hellyer
and the cast of ‘Oceans Apart’’ and to
conduct workshops with additional
theater students.
**| am very excited about working
with Paul,’’ Hillard said during one
workshop.
‘‘I
don’t
want
my
characters to have to explain what

they’re

doing

something.

or why

they’re doing

I think Paul has created a

wT powerful piece of theater,’’ she
said.
Hillard’s work was originally billed

as two related one-act plays titled
‘‘Making
Spaghetti’’
and
‘*Stone
Walls’’ but will be billed as **Oceans

Apart’’ for the HSU production.
Hillard

is a native of Fort

Worth,

Tex., but now resides in the Bay Area.

Neer

— Jonn Welt

eam Nios) ond Linds (isbecce Playa) confront the problem of 0
-December
in the theater arts production of “Oceans

Agut. es chad dha tes Grea

She has at various times in her life been
a painter, sculptor, jeweler, weaver
and mother. She decided to become a
playwright when a “‘sign from her un-

Hillard said there are some very
powerful male playwrights who often
portray women in ‘‘derogatory’’ roles
and that this bothered her.

her she had stories to tell, she said.

playwright to try to write some strong

conscious’ opened doors that showed

‘*I think it’s important for me, as a

gs

roles for women,’’
Hillard said.
**Although that’s not my primary goal,
I’m conscious of it.’’
“Oceans Apart,’’ being shown in
Gist Hall Theater, opens tomorrow
night and runs through Nov. 30.

+o

{
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Buddy Baker to blend
classical and jazz Saturday
When he isn’t touring, Baker rounds

Trombonist Edwin ‘‘Buddy’’ Baker
will slide into HSU Saturday night.
Termed a ‘‘phenomenal player’’ by
Robert Flum, associate music pro-

out his musical world as brass and percussion department chairman at the

University of Northern Colorado.
Flum called him one of the ‘‘pre-

fessor, Baker will be performing with

eminent educators in the brass area.”’
Baker will exhibit his teaching skills
before Saturday night’s performance,
performance
a brass
conducting
workshop at Fulkerson Recital Hall at
10 a.m. The workshop will focus on
dealing with the performance of brass
instruments, particularly the trombone.
In his gig with the wind ensemble
and jazz band, Baker will play classical
pieces such as William Goldstein’s
trombone tour de force, ‘‘Colloquy,”’
and jazz standards like ‘‘Hello, Young
Lovers’? and ‘‘Apple Strudel with
Cheese.”’

the Humboldt Wind Ensemble and the

P.M. Jazz Band in Van Duzer Theater.
Perhaps the most unusual thing

about Baker is that he switches back
and forth between playing jazz and
classical music.
‘Baker is eminent in both jazz and
classical idioms,’’ Flum, who directs
HSU’s wind ensemble, said. ‘‘He is a
well-rounded, thoroughly respected
musician in both fields. He is also extremely highly thought of as a studio
trombone teacher,’’ Flum said.
As a versatile performer, Baker has a
diverse musical education. His classical
education
came
in the form
of
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
trombone performance from Indiana
University. He acquired his professional jazz education by touring with
headliners such as Woody Herman,
Stan Kenton and Henry Mancini.

sold
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Trombonist Buddy Baker will bring his style of classical and jazz
oriented sounds to the Van Duzer Theater Saturday night.
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released in spring of °86.
He’s also working at keeping pace

Local band Commotion
will
bring |
and roll
One

—

string

pickers ... bringing to three-

127
sien

& Grill Nov.

oe.

reputation.

Downbeat

and four-finger picking the fiery spirit
of improvisation and personal explora-

their high-energy rock

15

his

magazine has called DeGrassi one of
‘“‘the most original, technically advanced and musically captivating steel-

Commotion

* =

with

considers

such

‘*It’s always a challenge

praise

a

for me to

reach out and do new things. A lot of

my new tunes are a little more grouporiented

and a

little

more

jazzy.

It

should be interesting to see what kind
of response they receive,’’ he said.

TUNE GP CLINIC
SPONSORED BY
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY CLUB
Sat. Nov. 23 at Power and & Transmission Lab.
Will Replace:

Plugs, Points, Condenser

& Set Timing |

& Lange Selection of Besde and Besding Supplies

« Every piece designed & crafted by American Indian Arttets
241 F Street © Old Town, Eureka (707) 445-8481 Mon.- Set. 10-500

Cost:*2.50 Cylinder plus Parts
SIGN UP ON THE QUAD NOV 18-22

OS
Windham
Guitarist
with guest
“Certainly

ee} iS

Hill Acoustic
Alex de Grassi
bassist Mark Egan
one of the greatest

virtuosos of the guitar.” - 5AM

g

Magazine Cashbox #2 New Jazz Artis
& Frets Magazine recipient of Folk and

1986 Calendars, Dictionaries,
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Cups, Reference Books,
Stuffed Animals, Shirts,
@ Gift Boxes,Adult Coloringbooks ,

%

Blues Award!

5~

Enjoy the magic..Fri., Nov.

‘«#
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All tickets $6
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Reviews
ti

Funk-punk-and-rollers continue blazing in same dir ection — sort of
7A COED LOOTCLS PEIN

By Eric Nordwall

vee ynep et
Le

Ve )

Music critic

So much for being a flash in the pan.
When the Red Hot Chili Peppers
released their first album last year a
number of critics dismissed the quirky
quartet as a one-shot semi-success.
Those reviewers should be forking
back big mouthfuls of print now,
because the Peppers’ latest offering,
‘‘Freaky Styley,”’ picks up right where
the L.A. funk-punk-and-rollers left off
— blazing.
Which isn’t to say that this album is
a mirror of the Red Hots’ first record.
The songs on ‘‘Freaky Styley’’ aren’t
generally quite as fast as those on the

aetna
es ssssssteststhesfessereecramesesnsestiad

funny either.
But what the band may have abandoned in speed and humor, it more
than makes up for in mature funk.
George Clinton, a heavy funkster in his
own right, produced this album and

gave it a fatter, cleaner sound. The
Peppers have also incorporated more
horns and organs this time, lending the
music a slightly more conventional
funk sound.
The emphasis is on the word slightly,

Peppers’ debut and they aren’t all as

though; this album is all Red Hot Chili
Peppers. In ‘‘Blackeyed Blonde,’’ for
its
mixes
group
the
example,

characteristic

speedy

rap

with

solid

stop-’n’-go funk and driving percussion to create one of ‘‘Freaky Styley’s”’
most magnetic cuts.
To say the Peppers have completely
lost their sense of humor would be hasty. On ‘‘Nevermind,’’ a self-serving

ditty, the band lampoons some of its
so-called ‘‘new wave’’ peers, singing,
‘*Nevermind the Soft Cell shit/That’s
strictly for the twits/Nevermind Men
At Work/Those tunes are for the
jerks.’’ Caustic, yes, but fun.
The
Red
Hots haven't
stopped
writing critical socio-political songs, as
‘*American Ghost Dance,’’ a tribute to
dying Indian races, exhibits. ‘‘Oh give
me
a home/Where
the buffalo
roam/And the death of a race is a
game/Where
seldom
is heard/A
peaceable word/From the white trash

who killed as they came.’’ The Peppers’ intense delivery and careful enunciation on this track indicate that the
band wants it to be thought about.
‘‘Freaky Styley’? is not without
and
‘Lovin’
like
Songs
faults.
are
Birds’
Dirty
‘'30
and
*’
’
Touchin
obviously filler, and six sex-oriented
songs is a bit excessive.
And it doesn’t matter, because the
Red Hots have again shown themselves
to be an original and riveting band.
Cuts like ‘Sex Rap’’ and ‘‘Battleship”’
funk-thrashers,
are turbo-charged

guaranteed to shake the walls and get

the adrenalin pumping at a fever pitch.
The Peppers are rollicking-good performers, sharp lyricists and let-it-allexperimenters.
musical
hang-out
They’re breathing new life into a
somewhat stagnant funk sound. And,
though some might dispute it, they’re
definitely the blackest-sounding white
band in the country.

‘Personal Best’ puts friends, lovers and losers on right track
By Laura Furness
Movie

critic

Robert Towne wrote, produced and
directed ‘‘Personal Best.’’ He made a
wondrous film and has shown himself
to be a true lover of women.
‘**Personal Best’? shows how Chris
Cahill (Mariel
Hemingway)
grows
from a young, inexperienced track runner into an Olympic athlete.
The film is not a study in how to be a
female jock. Instead it is a celebration
of the female as a physical being.
The opening of the film is the 1976
Olympic track and field trials. Cahill
doesn’t make the Olympic team but she
is befriended by a more experienced,
older athlete, Torry Skinner (Patrice
Donnelly).
The women become friends, then
lovers. We watch the training that will

culminate at the 1980 Olympics and the

intensity of competition.
The coach of the team (Scott Glenn)
is a pseudo-macho man trying to keep
the women apart to prevent any loss of
competitive spirit (so he says). He puts
them in direct competition by placing
them in the same events.
The end of the relationship is obviously painful for both women and
for the audience as well. These are nice
women and the film pursuades us to
care what happens to them.
Later, while she is healing from an
injury, Cahill meets and falls for
waterpolo
player
Denny
(Keeny
Moore). Up to this point, everyone
directs Cahill’s actions, but when she
meets this man she begins to take more
control of herself.
'
Throughout this entire adventure
Cahill maintains an air of playfulness.
She seems willing to explore and make
a game of the things she is discovering.
Her attitude is very infectious.
One of the more innovative aspects
of ‘‘Personal Best’’ is Towne’s sparse
use of dialogue. There is little conver-

four-year interim in which the two
women live together.
During this time, Cahill matures
both physically and emotionally. She
also begins to move away from Skinner.

sation throughout the film. This could

final split, but the biggest cause is the

become a disadvantage when an audience tries to get to know
the

There

are several

reasons

for the

£
i

a

Mariel

Hemi

Patrice

Donnelly

close

and

ay

up

personal

in

Robert Towne’s 1983 film
“Personal Best.’ The film
runs Nov. 24 and 25 at
the Minor Theater.

characters.
But Towne overcomes this possible
setback, using the camera to enhance
what we know about the women.
We

watch

them

train.

We

see their

muscles strain, we watch them sweat,

we recognize their concentration and
we hear them breath. In this way we
come to know them.
The film has a kind of visual poetry
that could only have been made by a
man who really loves women.

FEATURING

*Great
HSU Theater Arts Department
Presents

X-mas Gifts

“| won't be that kind of woman...

She never had any choices”.

MEE 4
QDarrU

6 DM. GIST Mall Chale
Tickets: $3.50 general, $2.50 students Seniors
Some Student Doller Nights available.
Ticket outlets: The University Ticket Office, HSU;
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata; and The Works, Eureka.
=

Dr. Bud Burke

*Door Prizes
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© GEMS, MINERALS, RARE FOSSILS,
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Lumberjack Classifieds
Services |

WANTED:

1B, 1C,

12:00-2:00, Wed.

Apartments

71.

Mon.
10
5.
10:00-11:00,
4A. 4B, 4C,
1:00-2:00,

1:00-2:00.

Computer

10:00-2:00

GRAM!

Thurs
Tues
2:00-4:00,
Physics
Little Apartments 71.
4D, 2A, 2B, 2C, 24 Tues
1:00-3:00,

Wed

Science A 372 NR 40A

envelope
addressed
Thorsby Road, Clanton,

highway
Porkey

11.00-1:00, Tues. Thurs. 9:00-10:00 Wildlife
211. For more information call x4266 or come
12-4
by little apartments, Hse 7 1

8x10

Photography at 822-6384 any time

Now

12-4

_

—

x

Call

805-687-6000

ARE

CEPTED

following

for the

NOW

Ultimate

Order

Or, rush $2.00 to:

hours from home. Great for students and
housewives or as supplemental income. Send
self addressed stamped envelope to L. Lagos,
802 Third St., Calexico, California, 92231 for
details.

WORK

AT HOME

Great

Asalgtance

12/4

QUALITY
\FISHING
TACKLE

- alt

G

"IIME KES,

Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka 1st St.
CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop,

‘Inc.

Murphy's Mke., Sunnybrae

Monday-Saturday ¢ Lunch 1 1:30-5:00 © Dinner 3:00-8:00

815 | Street
Arcata,

Christmas Cards

California
95521

Available

*FLY FISHING A SPECIALTY
*FLY TYING TOOLS &
MATERIALS

© 822-0360

at the

*SALMON & STEELHEAD
TACKLE
*ROD BUILDING SUPPLIES

Bookstore

(707) 822-8331

3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE
WESTWOOD
SUNNY
BRAE
Sunny

Brae

Shopping

Center

Westwood

Shopping

No experience necessary.

Join our fast growing group of at home
telephone representatives. Its easy, fun and profitable. Send self addressed stamped envelope
to L. Lagos, 802 Third St., Calexico, Ca. 92231
for details.
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS $37.00 start
up costs. Sell magazine subscriptions, over 300
popular titles. We'll tell how. Send self addressed, stamped envelope to L. Lagos, 802 Third
St., Calexico, Calif. 92231 for details.

11322 idaho Ave. #206Custom research also avaiiable—all
levels

TOFU-TAHINI DRESSING

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata

BALES Own your own business, work your own

GED 213-477-8226

Look For Our

Natural Foods Cafe
Unique in Humboldt County

T-Shirt

plete intormation on all populer trips! 100 and
more pages...FREE! Rush 44* stamped long
envelope: Student Travel Kit, Box 906, Fairfax,
CA 94930
11/20

Today with Visa/MC or COD

8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

‘/

EX-

postions,

Days

Lumberjack

EH

=

BENG

S.L.C.

for appt.

R-5670

Ext.

for current federal list

ea

CT

Hiring.

call

12/4

11th St.

14,278 to choose from—all
Save Time and improve vou

Government Jobs $16,040 — 59.230/ yr

prints from slides for $8.95. Also slide proof
JW. Wall
sheets, 5x7 prints just $5.95. Call

resumes

Fr

11/20

Government Jobs $16,040 — 59,230yr. Now
Cal) 805-687-6000 Ext
hiring. Nationwide.
12/4
R-3000 for current federal list

Cibachrome

and

Design. Reward of $50 and the enjoyment of
seeing your design everywhere during LumberFor further details call the A.S
jack Days.
business office extention 3771, Deadline Dec.
2, 1985
SUBJECTS NEEDED FOR EXPERIMENT investigating EEG-recorded brain wave activity

Opportunities.

2-12

cover letters

APPLCATIONS

WANTED

the soap
11/20

love

For Sale
Custom

up

You're beautiful
with
Schmuck

Sweet Face — Happy Sth!
From
change.
Don't ever

responsible
drinking,
ect.
Self hypnosis
strategies, sliding scale fees. Call 444-8967 or

Photographers!

pick

the house, or we'll have to do to you what happensto Lambda tomorrow. THE LODGE 11 / 20

provement, confidence, success, interpersonal
skills. Concentration, motivation, performance
Stop smoking, control eating, stress reduction,

ask for Steve, Thea, Jim, Deb.

please

John You can't keep spending the nights out of

Hypnotherapy for YOU? Quick results, self im-

445-2466,

could

you

Travel
| Study / Party Abroad for Less'Com-

effective

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,000-$50,000 /yr.
possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R5670 to find out how.

Hey DELTA SIGMA PHil'am on a porcelain

Thurs

135 Mon

Qualified for the job, but can't get an interview?

Nov. 15.

Old

804
to:S&B-P,
Alabama 35045

Box
12/4

Repesentative of Health, Education and Professional Services and two, Representatives at
Large. Application must be competed and
returned to the Student Goverment Office in
Nelson Hall East, Room 113 by 5p.m.,Friday,

self-

stamped,

Rush

DETAILS,

FREE

ly.

self-

Santa Wanted — The Bookstore is looking for a

Start immediate-

Guaranteed earnings.

P.O.

jolly individual to play Santa Claus Dec. 2 — 6.
Must be able to work 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Good
12 / 4
pay. Contact the Bookstore immediately

PRO.

HOME-MAILING

WEEKLY

$1,250

Information Systems

rush

Call Pring

SCRIBE. 822-5381. 625

12/4

——————————————

Little

interested

home! Send self-addressed, stamped envelope
for information-application.
Associates,
Box
95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203
2/12
For

Personals

11:00-12:00
88B, 1A, 1B,

eal

ae

$60 per hundred paid for remailing letters from

and

Furnished home to house-sit or rent,

443-8183

Thurs
Wed. 11:30-12:30, Tues.
140 Mon.
12:00-1:30. Little Apartments 71. Math A.D, 1,
2A. 2B, 22, Mon. / Thurs. 11:00-1:00, Tues
1C. Mon.

tires

January through March, 1986, by parents of
local physician who seek to avoid the Ohio
winter and visit their grandchildren. Please call

12.4

9:00-11:00 & 3:00-4:00, Fri.
Chemistry
Little Aparments 71.

New engine

good

VOLKSWAGAN
8UG
FOR
SALE
1971
model, built 76. New rebuilt engine, new, tires
and paint. $1500. Call 822-0883.11 / 20

business hours,
822-5381. 625

Drop-in Tutoring — Accounting 1A,

Honda Civic.

edthe
ed through
classifi

/ Up Mailing Circulars! No

Sincerely

addressed envelope: Success,
470EG, Woodstock, iL 60098.

12-4

They can be rented for a day, weekend, week,
or month. Reasonable rates

Typing and Wordprocessing — Quality work.
11th St

SALE—1978

Call677-0469.

Typewriters for rent at the HSU Bookstore.

of recovery for compulsive overeaters. Open
meeting every Monday 8:00 a.m., room 116
Nelson Hall, No fees or dues. Confidential 12 | 4
Convenient location, Regular
Special student rates. SCRIBE.

quotas!

with warranty, new radiator,
body. $2500, 839-0074

12 step program

—

$10-$360 Weekly

FOR

— Term papers, Theses,
Word Processing
Dissertations, Technical, Scientific, Statistical,
Foreign Language, Disc storage. SCRIBE. 625
12-4
11th st. 822-6381.

Overeaters Anonymous

1966 Volvo 1228 Wagon Reliable, 20,000 on

Oy

Say

a

rebuilt engine, new radiator, new radials, am/fm

cassette stereo. $1500.

order

Y

YOU

Center

CUTTEN
Walnut

HENRY WEINHARDS

Drive

Eureka

i

AUTO
SEQUO IAFormerly
Bay Auto

12-pack

Student Discounts
Complete Foreign & Domestic Parts

$4.79

Brake Drums &

BEST FOODS MAYONAISE
QUART

$1.78

Rotors Machined
Mon.- Fri., 8-5:30

Sat.- 9-4
Domestic

889 Ninth St.

Foreign

Arcata

822-2411

BB 12 —rme Lumberjack, Wednesday, Nov. 20, 1986

Calendar
Wednesday
November 20

National

Exchange:

Informational

meeting, Founders 152, 5 p.m.

Career

Arcata: “Once Upon a Time in America™7:45 p.m.
Minor: “Karate Kid,” 7 p.m. and “Mask,” 9:20 p.m

Development

Workshop:

Natura!

Resources and Environmental Sciences Summer
Jobs Day, Kate Buchannan Room, 9 a.m. — 4 p.m
Society for Intercultural Relations:
cultural Communications, with Professor Armeda
Reitzel, Redwood Manor, 6 p.m

Friday

Music:
Depot: Jazzbird, 8 p.m., free
Jambalaya: DJ. Latino Benefit for Humboldt Film
Festival,

Student

9 p.m., $2.50

Youngberg's: Swing Shift, 9 p.m., no cover

Art:

Second Screen: “A Christmas Story,” 8 p.m., Kate
Buchanan

Arcata: See Thursday listing
Minor: See Wednesday listing

Humboidt

152,

Children

Plants from Captain Cook's Voyage, 1768-1771,”
through Dec. 8
Foyer Gallery: Silkscreens by Christinee
Neugebauer, through Dec. 2
Humboldt’s Finest: Janey Overton, watercolor
pencil and charcoa!, through Dec

Cultural

Center:

Small

sculpture

Events:
HSU Childrens Center: Pizza Night Fund Raise:
Blue Max Pizza, 5 — 9 p.m

Music:

Primal

Drone Society, live irish Music, 9 p.m., free

Depot: Andres Cano,
Duzer

4 p.m.,

Theater:

free

Alex

de

Grass:

and

Mark

Egan, 8 p.m., $6
Old Town Bar & Grill: See Thursday listing
<2
Jambalaya: Shanghai Pear! 9 pn
Jennifer's: Fresh, Rock and Rol!
Inn: Suvgarbus!),

Humboldt
Ginette

Cultural

Reitz

Mudents

and

and

pm.

$2

Center:

Friends,

& 15

k:

Dige

t
4

p.n

Seniors

Youngbergs:

Central

9

Latin

Station:

Kevs

See

i

listing

HS!)

2 p.m.,

vs)

Clinte:
(Tun
Technology
Club,
plus

San

Francisco

St..

Redwood

free

Up
Clinic”
power and

bv the Industrial
transportation lal

‘Silverad:

‘Warren
7:30

Story,” 9:40 p.m
Minor: See Wednesday

Miller

p.m.

and

Ski

Films

“A Soldier's

Film:

parts

Arcata:

listing

listing

Gist Hall Theater:

rsda\

>

North Coast Repertory Theater:

rock’ and

Jambalaya: Heartbeat, 9 p.m., $2
Youngberg's: Ear! Thomas and Anthony Sanger
blues vocals and piano, 9 p.m
Central Station: The Badda Band
The Ritz: Frank, jazz fusion

isting

See Friday

Old

listing

Cinematheque:

Hello.

vs. SF.

vs.

Chico,

HSU

vs.

Portland State,

State.

3 p.m

7 p.m

East Gym,

Gist Hall Theater: “Oceans Apart.” 8 p.m
North Coast Repertory: “Steambath.” & p.m

Events:

Film:

Lecture: ‘‘Tri-Angled Triangles,” by HSU professor
Kenneth Yanosko, Library 56, 4 p.m., free

Cinematheque: ‘Sylvia Scarlet.
152, $1.75

free

Yen

v

listing

7 p.m.

and

“Base

Walk -ins Welcome

Cuts
Perms
Colors

Stop in and see
Cindy
- Patti - Shari

822-4696

Bar &

Grill:

1)! dancing,

9 p.m., 96

Variety

Bill Demodle,

9 p.m.,

Night,

with

Peter

free

&

a i,

9

9

ales

sf

@

Vv

vv

y

@¢

(107) 022-5635

REDUCE or

YOUR

COPIES

kinko’s copies
1618 “@” Street
arcana

Carrie »Rarb

Town

cents

and

1062@ ST. ARCATA CA 9962:

Founders

Founders

NLARGE

Uniontown Square
600 F &. Arcata

Cause

pt

eee

@

7 p.m.,

7pm

¥

£

5 p.m

Saturday
November 23

Schlan-

)

Youngberg’s:

Seminar:
Whales and Whaling in Mathematica!
by
Professor
Natura
Roland Lamersor
Models
Resources 10] 4pm
my,
by Sam Keen. Van Duzer Theater 7:30 p.n

HSU

Dolly!

$1.75

Arcata: See Thursday

Wrestling: HSU

Theater:

Eder

Film:

Events
Bar & Grill: Commotion,

listiny

Music:

Ss:

152,

roll, 9 p.m., $3.50
Jennifer's: Wild Oats, & p.m

Thursday

See

Minor: “Rebel without a

Theater:

Pacific Art Center:

Music:
Old Town

November 26

of

U.C. Game Room:
7:30 p.m,
free

Hal! Street Honkers

Tuesday

Football:

5

Monday
November 25

Jennifer's:

Events:

Bow!

Gist Hall Theater: See Thursday listing

Music:

Film:

Arcata:

Theater:

Film:

listing

North Coast Repertory: See Thursday
Pacific Art Center: See Friday listing

$2?

N

Thursday

Fulkerson Recital Hall: HSU Choral Groups, 8
p.m.

Arcata: See Thursday listing
Minor: See Sunday listing

Gist Hall Theater: See Thursday

Ramada

Thursday
November 21

$2

Central Station: See Thursday listing
Cafe Mokka/Finnish Hot Tubs: The

Theater

Van

show by Stuart Buehler, through Dec. 19

Room,

Van Duzer Theater: Buddy Baker with the HSU
Big Jazz Band and the Humboldt Wind Ensemble, 8
p.m.
Jambalaya: See Friday listing

Ramada Inn: See Friday listing
Old Town Bar & Grill: See Thursday listing
Topper's: Random Access

“Heidi,” 7 p.m., Founders

Reese Bullen Gallery: “A Flowering of Science

Music:

Music

Youngberg’s: The Same, rock and roll, no cover

Film
$1.75 Adults/$1

Minor: See Wednesday listing

Jennifer's: Francis Vanek Quartet

November 22
Cinematheque:

Minor: “Pumping Iron II: The Women,” 7 p.m. and
“Personal Best,” 9 p.m.

Second Screen: See Friday listing
Arcata: See Thursday listing

822-8742

holiday greetings :

with RENAISSANCE:
Christmas Cards

available
at the

Bookstore

Zuleger

